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1.1 Introduction
Offaly County Council proposes to undertake a Part 8 planning application for works relating to the
upgrading of the Grand Canal towpath to facilitate a Greenway off-road walking and cycling route. EIA
requirements derive from EU Directive 85/337/EEC (as amended by Directive 97/11/EC, Directive
2014/52/EU and S.I. 454 of 2011; S.I. 464 of 2011; S.I. 456 of 2011) on the assessment of the effects of
certain public and private projects on the environment. The purpose of this Environmental Impact
Assessment Screening report is to determine whether this proposed development will require full
Environmental Impact Assessment.

1.2 Legislative Background
The Directive outlines in Article 4 (1) 21 Annex 1 projects that require mandatory EIA. Article 4 (2)
outlines Annex 2 projects that require consideration for EIA further to a case by case examination or
through thresholds and criteria established by Member States. Projects requiring mandatory EIA are
listed in Schedule 5 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001, as amended. Where
developments are under the relevant EIA threshold, planning authorities are required under Article 103
of the 2001 Regulations, as amended, to request an EIS where it considers the proposed development is
likely to have a significant effect on the environment. In these cases the significant effects of the project
are assessed relative to the criteria contained in Schedule 7a of the regulations, principally:
• The projects characteristics
• Sensitivity of the project location, and
• Characterisation of potential impacts.
In addition, where the development would be located on or in an area, site etc. set out in Article 103(2),
the planning authority shall decide whether the development would or would not be likely to have
significant effects on the environment for such site, area or land etc. the implication being that if it
decides that it would be likely to have significant effects on the environment, it can invoke its powers to
request an EIS.
Article 103(2) sites comprise the following:
a) A European Site;
b) An area the subject of a notice under section 16(2) (b) of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act, 2000;
c) An areas designated as a Natural Heritage Area under section 18 of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act,
2000;
d) Land established or recognised as a nature reserve within the meaning of section 15 or 16 of the
Wildlife Act, 1976, as amended by sections 26 and 27 of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act, 2000; or
e) Land designated as a refuge for flora or as a refuge for fauna under section 17 of the Wildlife Act,
1976, as amended by section 28 of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act, 2000.
The proposed Greenway is located along the Grand Canal which is designated as a proposed Natural
Heritage Area (site code:002104).
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The proposed development also falls under the EIA requirements of the Roads Act 1993 as amended by
the Planning and Development Acts (2000-2011) and the Roads Act (2007) as well as regulations made
under the Roads Acts, The European Communities (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment)
Regulations 1989-2001, and EC Directives 85/337/EC and 97/11/EC referenced above. A road within the
1993 act is defined to include:
(a) any street, lane, footpath, square, court, alley or passage,
(b) any bridge, viaduct, underpass, subway, tunnel, overpass, overbridge flyover, carriageway whether
single or multiple, pavement or footway,
(c) any weighbridge or other facility for the weighting or inspection of vehicles, toll plaza or other
facility for the collection of tolls, services area, emergency, telephone, first aid post, culvert, arch, gulley,
railing, fence, wall, barrier, guardrail, margin, kerb, lay-by, hard shoulder, island, pedestrian refuge,
median, central reserve.
Furthermore Cycleway is referred to in Section 68 of the 1993 Act as follows:
(1) In this section “cycleway” means a public road or proposed pubic road reserved for the exclusive use
of pedal cyclists or pedal cyclists and pedestrians.
(2) (a) A road authority may construct (or otherwise provide) and maintain a cycleway.
(b) Where a road authority constructs or otherwise provides a cycleway it shall by order declare
either – (i) the cycleway is for the exclusive use of pedal cyclists, or
(ii) that the cycleway is for the exclusive use of pedal cyclists and pedestrians.
(c) any person who uses a cycleway in contravention of an order under paragraph
(b) shall be guilty of an offence.
A Screening Statement for Appropriate Assessment has also been prepared for this proposed project
and should be read in conjunction with this report.

1.2.1 Recent changes to the EIA Screening process.
The EIA Directive (2014/52/EU) is due for transposition into legislation but is considered to have direct
effect from May 2017. A number of changes to the EIA process were instigated through this new
Directive, with a strengthening of the Screening process as follows:
Article 4 (4) of this Directive introduces a new Annex IIA to be used in the case of a request for a
screening determination for Annex II projects. This is information to be provided by the developer on
the projects listed in Annex II (see below):

1.2.2 Annex IIA: Information to be provided by the developer on the projects listed in
Annex II.
1. A description of the project, including in particular:
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(a) a description of the physical characteristics of the whole project and, where relevant, of demolition
works (Section 2 of this report);
(b) a description of the location of the project, with particular regard to the environmental sensitivity of
geographical areas likely to be affected (Section 3 of this report)
2. A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the project
(Section 3 of this report)
3. A description of any likely significant effects, to the extent of the information available on such
effects, of the project on the environment resulting from:
(a) the expected residues and emissions and the production of waste, where relevant;
(b) the use of natural resources, in particular soil, land, water and biodiversity (Section 4 of this report).
4.The criteria of Annex III shall be taken into account, where relevant, when compiling the information
in accordance with points 1 to 3 (Section 4 of this report).
Article 4(4) specifies that the developer may provide a description of any features of the project and/or
mitigation measures to avoid or prevent what might otherwise have been significant effects on the
environment. It should be noted that this does NOT include compensation measures (Mitigation measures
are provided in Section 2.2.).

1.2.3 Article 4(5) Determination of Screening
Article 4(5): The competent authority shall make its determination, on the basis of information provided
by the developer in accordance with paragraph 4 taking into account, where relevant, the results of
preliminary verifications or assessments of the effects on the environment carried out pursuant to Union
legislation other than this Directive.
The determination shall be made available to the public and:
(a) where it is decided that an environmental impact assessment is required, state the main reasons for
requiring such assessment with reference to the relevant criteria listed in Annex III; or
(b) where it is decided that an environmental impact assessment is not required, state the main reasons
for not requiring such assessment with reference to the relevant criteria listed in Annex III, and, where
proposed by the developer, state any features of the project and/or measures envisaged to avoid or
prevent what might otherwise have been significant adverse effects on the environment

1.3 Requirement for EIA Screening
As previously stated, this may be considered a sub-threshold EIA development, as EIA is not mandatory
for walking and cycling routes such as this Greenway. The key issue for the competent/consent authority
in the context of the possible need for EIA of sub-threshold is whether or not such development is likely
to have significant effects on the environment. Consideration of significant effect should not be
determined by reference to size only. The nature and location of a project must also be taken into account.
This EIA Screening Report is therefore being undertaken to determine in light of the criteria listed in
Schedule 7a of the Planning and Development Regulations whether or not this proposed development
will require full EIA.
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1.4 Approach to this EIA Screening
This EIS Screening report has been prepared and informed by the following guidance and guidelines:
•

Guidelines for Planning Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on carrying out Environmental Impact
Assessment, Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government, 2018;

•

Environmental Impact Assessment of Projects Guidance on Screening (Directive 2011/92/EU as
amended by 2014/52/EU), European Commission, 2017.

•

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Guidance for Consent Authorities regarding Subthreshold Development, Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government, 2003;

•

Guidance on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Statements Environmental
Protection Agency 2002, and

•

Environmental Impact Assessment (Agriculture) Regulations 2011 Guide for Farmers, Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine,2011)

A desktop study of environmental receptors within the project area was undertaken. Site walkover was
undertaken by Ruth Minogue, MCIEEM in June 2018 and a further site walkover was undertaken by the
project ecologist Pat Doherty MSc, MCIEEM in July and August 2018. A review was also undertaken of
relevant projects within the project area. In July 2019, Part 8 approval was achieved for a joint proposal
between Offaly and Westmeath County Councils, to develop a greenway along the Grand Canal, Kilbeggan
Branch (disused) 13km from the Grand Canal Mainline at Ballycommon to Kilbeggan Harbour. The
screening for Appropriate Assessment that was prepared as part of the current application has informed
this EIA Screening report.

1.5 Statement of Authority
This report has been prepared by Ruth Minogue, MCIEEM. Ruth has been a practicing environmental
consultant for 20 years and has specialised in the preparation of Environmental Impact Assessment and
Strategic Environmental Assessment. Additional inputs were provided by Pat Doherty, MCIEEM, an
ecologist with 17 years practical experience and Dr. Ronan Hennessey, who provided the Geographical
Information Systems analysis and mapping outputs.
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2 Description of the Proposed Development
2.1 Introduction
The Grand Canal
The Offaly section of the Grand Canal comprises of some seventy one kilometres from Edenderry in the
east of the County to Shannon Harbour in west Offaly. It passes through the towns of Daingean and
Tullamore. There is a disused Kilbeggan branch line, to Ballycommon which is now used as a recreational
route. The canal traverses large tracts of boglands and is bordered by hedgerows dating back 200 years
and fringes of wild vegetation along the bank.
The Grand Canal is a focus for a wide range of uses, especially for recreation and tourism purposes. The
visual quality of the surrounding areas is intrinsic to maintain the attractiveness of the Grand Canal
corridor. Hence, the corridor is especially sensitive to large development structures, insensitively
designed sporadic housing and large-scale land uses such as extractive industries.
In 2015, Offaly County Council granted permission through a Part 8 application for a Greenway[1] along
the Grand Canal of 23km approx.; this runs along the towpath from Digby Bridge (Cappincur townland)
east of Tullamore to Turraun; thereafter the route travels and connects with the existing Lough Boora
cycle path, terminating at Lough Boora Discovery Park. In June 2018, a second Part 8 approval
permitted 33km of greenway from Digby Bridge, Tullamore to Cloncannon, Edenderry, (the county
boundary with Kildare ). In July 2019, Part 8 approval was achieved for a joint proposal between Offaly
and Westmeath County Councils, to develop a greenway along the Grand Canal, Kilbeggan Branch
(disused) 13km, from the Grand Canal Mainline at Ballycommon to Kilbeggan Harbour.
The focus of this new Part 8 Planning Application and EIS Screening is the continuation of the proposed
Greenway along the Grand Canal, from Griffith Bridge in Shannon Harbour to Turraun. Figure 1 below
shows the route alignment and wider area. This new route will be 16.2km long.

Description of Proposed Route:
The route will commence at Griffith Bridge at Shannon Harbour and use the southern towpath for the
full length to Turraun, a distance of 16.2km. There are a number of existing properties along the Grand
Canal, and access is required to agricultural fields also. The southern towpath around Shannon Harbour
in particular encompasses a number of field accesses off the towpath and become vehicular closer to
Shannon Harbour itself. Bord na Móna operations traverse the Grand Canal in the townland of
Turraun. Figure 1 shows the route and Table 1 below presents the proposed chainages and work for the
Greenway.
The proposed development, which is the subject of this Part 8, will include the following:
1. Improvements to the existing towpath along the Grand Canal through the provision of a suitable
surface i.e.Quarry Dust, Surface Dressing or Asphalt (Tarmac) depending on local conditions for
pedestrian and cyclists use.
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2. Provision of traffic safety measures and signage to facilitate safe pedestrian and cycling crossings at
Derry Bridge, Belmont Bridge (Lock 33), Clonony Bridge and Griffith Bridge. (All Protected Structures).
3. Provision of safety railings and chicanes on approach to bridge underpasses, at Gallen Bridge,
(Protected Structure) Noggus Bridge, (not on Record of Protected Structures) Judges Bridge (Protected
Structure) and L’Estrange Bridge (Protected Structure).
4. Ancillary works.
Figure 1 Route Alignment
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Table 1 Chainages and Proposed Works Grand Canal Greenway

Chainage
Chainage 17,300 (where Offaly Way meets Grand
Canal towpath) to Chainage 15,250 (Derry Bridge)

Description of works
New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Gravel towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 15,250 (Derry Bridge)
To Chainage 14,100 (Co.road at Derrycarney)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Gravel towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 14,100 (Co. Road at Derrycarney) to
Chainage 13,400 (Macartnys Aqueduct)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Grass towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 13,400 (Macartnys Aqueduct) to
Chainage 10,300 (Gallen Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Gravel/Surface Dressing towpath on southside
of the canal.

Chainage 10,300 (Gallen Bridge) to Chainage
9700 (Noggus Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Grass towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 97,00 (Noggus Bridge) to Chainage
8800 (Glyn Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Gravel towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 8,800 (Glyn Bridge) to Chainage 7200
(Ballysheil Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Grass towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 7,200 (Balysheil Bridge) to
Chainage 6200 (33rd Lock Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Grass towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 6,200 (33rd Lock) to Chainage
4,100(County road at Ballyshane)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Grass towpath on southside of the canal.

Chainage 4,100 (County Road at Ballyshane) to
Chainage 3,700 (L’Estrange Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Surfaced dressed towpath on southside of the
canal.

Chainage 3,700 (L’Estrange Bridge)
to Chainage 2,500 (Clonony Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
Gravel towpath on southside of the canal.

to Chainage 2,500 (Clonony Bridge)

New cycle path* 3m wide along existing
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to Chainage 1,125 (Griffith Bridge)

Gravel towpath on southside of the canal.

* The proposed cycle path will be a shared high quality surface for cyclists and pedestrian users. The
proposed surface will be; Quarry Dust / Surface Dressing / Asphaltic Concrete depending on a no. of
variables along the 16.2km stretch of proposed greenway. The width of the cycle path will vary
between 2.5m to 3m depending on local conditions.
The detailed approach to the works to the Greenway is presented in the following section but primarily
comprise the following:
• Upgrading of towpath trails with three different trail surfaces proposed; Types A, B, & C.
• Traffic safety measures to facilitate safe pedestrian and cycling crossing
• Safety Railings at Canal Bridges where pedestrians and cyclists go under the arches.
• Signage, and
• Fencing/gates to facilitate safety and permit access to residences/fields.
There is no lighting or tree removal proposed as part of this application.
Specific measures from the Grand Canal Ecological Cumulative Impact Assessment (Waterways Ireland
2016) have been included as appropriate.

2.2 Methodology for Greenway Construction.
General Methodology:
As outlined in the introduction, the proposal is to locate the cycleway and footway on the towpaths of
the Grand Canal between Griffith Bridge at Shannon Harbour and Turraun.
The proposal entails the upgrading of the existing towpath, the majority of which is also a National Waymarked Trail along the Grand Canal. Every effort under route selection was made to achieve as much
off-road experience as possible for users. The proposed route uses bridge underpasses where possible
to keep users off the public roads.

Surface Types
Tailored surface finishes shall be employed to ensure a durable and fit for purpose trail in accordance
with National Trails Office Guidance. These surfaces will not only improve accessibility, but provide a
more robust surface that will be able to withstand increased footfall and traffic. The proposed surface
types to be used on the cycleway are as listed below.
Type A: Compacted Stone and Dust (unbound)
Type B: Surface Dressing (bound)
Type C: Asphalt/Tarmac (bound)
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Type A which is an unbound surface of compacted stone and dust would be used primarily in rural areas
along sections of the route that will be trafficked by pedestrians and cyclists only.
Type B will be a bound surface dressed surface and will be applied to any existing deteriorated bound
surfaces. It will also be applied to existing sections of the canal bank that will be used by limited traffic in
the future.
Type C will be asphalt/tarmac and will be constructed primarily in urban areas, areas of road widening
incorporating shared use surfaces and approximately 15m either side of approaches to road crossings.

Type A which is an unbound surface of compacted stone and dust will be used primarily in rural areas
along sections of the route that will be trafficked by pedestrians and cyclists only. Where high value
habitat type ‘Tow-path Mosaic’ is identified, where this habitat forms a key feature of the identified
Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESAs) (Waterways Ireland 2015) and/or where rare or protected plant
species occur a more sensitive approach to surfacing may be needed and Type A may be the most
appropriate surface dressing. Further detail on the approach to these areas is provided in Section 2.3.2.
Type B will be a bound surface dressed surface and will be applied to any existing deteriorated bound
surfaces. It will also be applied to existing sections of the canal Bank that will be used by limited traffic in
the future.
Type C will be of either asphalt or tarmac and will be constructed primarily in urban areas, areas of road
widening incorporating shared use surfaces and approximately 15m either side of approaches to road
crossings.
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Construction Materials
Materials for construction of the works will be imported and stockpiled within the site boundaries at the
local and regional road access points as detailed in the construction methodology. The materials to be
employed shall principally consist of:
• Geotextile ground reinforcing cloth
• Granular sub-base material (NRA clause 804)
• 6mm crushed limestone dust
• Dense Bitumen Macadam to NRA Specification for Road Works (Series 900)
• Hot rolled asphalt
• Topsoil / grass seed
• Signage and miscellaneous furniture
Construction Methodology
Construction materials will be transported from stockpiled areas either along the canal banks in bog
meisers or along the existing public road in appropriately sized Dumpers or Trucks for construction of
the trail. The detailed construction methodology included in the planning application lists the access
points where it is likely that adjacent to these access points, and at a safe setback distance from canal
stockpiles will be located.
Excavation, using mini diggers will be kept to a minimum, if undertaken at all, to ensure minimum
disruption to the Canal Bank. Levelling of materials will be carried out using mini excavators in restricted
areas. Excavation of the existing surface will be kept to a minimum and avoided completely where there
is a risk of damage to existing tree roots. Excavated material will be used for the reinstatement of the
edges of the new trail to reduce material importation costs as well as minimise the risk of the
introduction of invasive species. It is not envisaged that there will be a need to remove large quantities
of excavated material from within the site boundary.
Detailed construction methodologies for each of the surface types are contained below in the section
relating to Construction Methodologies for Surface Types.
Access Routes
Access to the cycle path shall be gained via all existing regional and local road access points along the
length of the route and are indicated on supporting drawings for this application.
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CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY FOR SURFACE TYPES

Figure 2 TYPE A: Compacted Stone and Dust

Table 2 Type A Compacted Stone and Dust

Type A: Compacted Stone and Dust
LOCATIONS
Primarily in rural areas along sections of the
route that will be trafficked by pedestrians and
cyclists only

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
Geotextile Polybrane 240 Membrane or
alternative equivalent product grade
Sub -Base layer 4” Down Broken Stone, then
Granular sub-base, in accordance with Clause 804
of Tii Specification.
Surface layer 0/6mm crushed limestone or quarry
dust

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE (Refer Figure 2 above)
(a) Formation Tray Excavation where unavoidable (Desirable Width of 3.3mm. Note width will vary
from a maximum 3.3m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at lock
houses and lock gates) (b) Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m. Note width will
vary from a maximum 3.0m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at
lock houses and lock gates)
• Grade out irregularities to form 3.3m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to be
approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of 100mm below
ground level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base being used, which will depend
14 

on ground conditions. Where possible new construction will overlay existing). Formation tray
should be rectangular in section with vertical sides and level base.
• Any Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of formation
tray to be used for reinstatement of path shoulders.
• There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the existing surface
other than to address isolated issues with soft spots.
Geotextile Installation
• Lay and secure geotextile sheet in formation tray or on top of the existing ground. Overlap
joining sheets by 1.0m.
• If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet. Overlap joining
sheets by 1.0m.
Sub-Base Layer
• Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of 4” down Broken Stone
upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) crossfall in maximum layer depths of 150mm – 200mm. Then 100mm Clause 804 granular subbase. Depths of Sub-base will depend on existing ground conditions
• Compact sub-base layer using a pedestrian roller taking care not to apply undue pressures to
the canal bank until satisfactory compaction is achieved.
• Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the
compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the sub-base
layer deviating from the required level must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause
804 granular sub-base and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Surface Layer
• Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay 25mm depth of 6mm limestone dust to falls
and levels, to form 1.5m to 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%)
crossfall along the centre line of compacted sub-base layer.
• Compact surface layer using a roller until satisfactory compaction is achieved.
• Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the compacted
surface layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the surface layer deviating
from the required level must be raked off or topped up with additional 6mm limestone dust
and re- compacted to the correct levels.
• Landscaping
• Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported topsoil).
Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface and taper down and
away from the path surface to allow surface water to run off onto adjacent verges
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Figure 3Type B: Surface Dressing (bound)

Table 3 Type B: Surface Dressing (bound)

Type B: Surface Dressing (bound)
LOCATIONS
Existing deteriorated bound surfaces and
locations. It will also be applied to existing
sections of the canal Bank that will be used by
limited traffic in the future.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
Tack Coat Cationic Bitumen Emulsion in
accordance with NRA Specification for Road
Works and BS 434.
Base layer Regulating course to NRA
Specification for Road Works (Series 900) to fill
potholes and surface irregularities and create
necessary cross-falls and cambers.
Surface layer Single layer of chippings (3mm)
applied to a surface dressing adhesive of resin or
hot sprayed coat of bitumen emulsion to NRA
Specification for Road Works

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE (Refer Figure 3)
Surface Preparation (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m and varies depending on width of existing bound
surface)
• Clean existing surface of weed growth and debris and apply tack coat were required..
• Base Layer
16 

•

Using mini paving machine lay regulating course to fill potholes and achieve falls and levels, to
form 3.0m wide surface (will vary depending on width of existing bound surfaces) with 1:50
(2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
• Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full compaction is achieved
taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank.
• Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the compacted
regulating layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the regulating course layer
deviating from the required level must be regulated with additional material and recompacted to the correct levels.
Surface Layer
• Spray surface dressing adhesive of hot sprayed coat of bitumen emulsion on the regulated
surface and apply the 10mm chippings in accordance with Clause 919.
• Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is achieved taking
care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank
• Loose chippings to be swept and removed from the finished surface before opening for use.
• Landscaping
• Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported topsoil).
Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface and taper down and
away from the path surface to allow surface water to run off onto adjacent verges.
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Figure 4 TYPE C: Bitmac / Asphalt

Table 4 Type C Bitmac/Aspalt

LOCATIONS

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

Urban sections of the trail, sections of road
widening for shared use and approaches to road
crossings.

Geotextile Polybrane 240 Membrane or
alternative equivalent product grade
Sub -Base layer 4” Down Broken Stone then
Granular sub-base, in accordance with Clause 804
of Tii Specification.
Base layer 60mm Dense Bitumen Macadam base
course to NRA Specification for Road Works
(Series 900)
Surface layer 40mm hot rolled asphalt to NRA
Specification for Road Works (Series 900) or
Dense Bitumen Macadam wearing course to NRA
Specification for Road Works (Series 900)

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE (Refer Figure 4 above)
(a) Formation Tray Excavation where unavoidable (Desirable Width of 3.3mm. Note width will vary
from a maximum 3.3m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at lock
houses and lock gates) (b) Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 3.0m. Note width will
18 

vary from a maximum 3.0m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for example at
lock houses and lock gates)
• Grade out irregularities to form 3.3m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to be
approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of 100mm below
ground level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base being used, which will depend
on ground conditions. Where possible new construction will overlay existing). Formation tray
should be rectangular in section with vertical sides and level base.
• Any Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of formation
tray to be used for reinstatement of path shoulders.
• There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the existing surface
other than to address isolated issues with soft spots.
• Geotextile Installation
• Lay and secure geotextile sheet in formation tray or on top of the existing ground. Overlap
joining sheets by 1.0m.
• If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet. Overlap joining
sheets by 1.0m.
Sub-Base Layer
• Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of 4” down Broken Stone
upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) crossfall in maximum layer depths of 150mm – 200mm. Then 100mm Clause 804 granular subbase. Depths of Sub-base will depend on existing ground conditions
• Compact sub-base layer using a pedestrian roller taking care not to apply undue pressures to
the canal bank until satisfactory compaction is achieved.
• Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along the
compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of the sub-base
layer deviating from the required level must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause
804 granular sub-base and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Base Layer
• Using mini paving machine lay 60mm depth of dense bitumen macadam base course to NRA
Specification for Road Works (Series 900) and to falls and levels, to form 2.5m wide path
surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
• Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full compaction is achieved
taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank.
• Surface Layer
• Using mini paving machine lay 45mm depth of hot rolled asphalt or dense bitumen macadam
wearing course to NRA Specification for Road Works (Series 900) and to falls and levels, to
form 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) crossfall.
• Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full
compaction is achieved taking care not to apply undue pressures to the canal bank.
Landscaping
• Using available topsoil and turfs from excavations (and only if necessary, imported topsoil).
Landscaped verges and edges should be finished level with path surface and taper down and
away from the path surface to allow surface water to run off onto adjacent verges.
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2.3 Best Practice Construction Approach
All construction works, relating to the activities and construction sequence outlined in Section 2.1.1
above, will be undertaken in accordance with the following:
o

Inland Fisheries Ireland’s Requirements for the Protection of Fisheries Habitat during
Construction and Development Works.

o

CIRIA (Construction Industry Research and Information Association) Guidance
Documents

o

▪

Control of water pollution from construction sites (C532)

▪

Control of water pollution from linear construction projects: Technical Guidance
(C648)

▪

Control of water pollution from linear construction projects: Site Guide (C649)

▪

Environmental Good Practice on Site (C692)

NRA Guidance Documents
▪

Guidelines for the Crossing of Watercourses during the Construction of National
Road Schemes

▪

Guidelines for the Management of Noxious Weeds and Non-Native Invasive
Plant Species on National Roads

▪

Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and Scrub
Prior to, during and Post Construction of National Road Schemes.

2.3.1 Measures from the Ecological Cumulative Impact Assessment (2016)
Earthworks
• Excavation and infilling will be carried out in small progressive stages;
•

Any topsoil that is of use for landscaping will be stored on the site. Where this is required during
the construction phase, it will be stored suitably far away from the canal and other surface water
features and covered to avoid excessive sediment run-off or wind blow;

•

Whilst no significant run off of silt laden run off is anticipated, given the proposed construction
methodology, the site will be regularly monitored by construction staff for signs of run-off such
as silt in surrounding vegetation and measures will be put in place to prevent this where
necessary. This may include the provision of a solid containment berm (of soil) or alternatively
the erection of a silt fence. A silt fence may be constructed by attaching a sheet of geotextile
membrane to a stock fence and burying the bottom of it into the ground, thus allowing water to
pass through but not the heavier fraction of the sediment;

•

Excavations will be carried out using a suitably sized excavator;
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•

Any excavated soil that is not re-used will be disposed of to a Local Authority approved waste
disposal facility;

•

In all circumstances, excavation depths and volumes will be minimised and excavated material
will be re-used where possible.

Fuel Use and Storage
• The use of machinery at the site carries the potential for accidental hydrocarbon contamination
of the area, by fuel spillages or oil leaks for example. The works will be carried out in accordance
with the following measures to avoid such impacts:
• Mobile storage such as fuel bowsers will be bunded to 110% capacity to prevent spills. Tanks for
bowsers and generators shall be double skinned.
• When not in use, all valves and fuel trigger guns from fuel storage containers will be locked.
• All plant refuelling will take place on site using mobile fuel bowsers. Only dedicated trained &
competent personnel will carry out refuelling operations.
• Plant refuelling will take place as far as practicable from watercourses. A spill kit and drip tray
shall be on site at all times and available for all refuelling operations. Equipment shall not be left
unattended during refuelling.
• All pipework from containers to pump nozzles will have anti siphon valves fitted.
• Strict procedures for plant inspection, maintenance and repairs shall be detailed in the
contractor’s method statements and machinery shall be checked for leaks before arrival on site.
• All site plant will be inspected at the beginning of each day prior to use.
• Defective plant shall not be used until the defect is satisfactorily fixed.
• All major repair and maintenance operations will take place off site.
• Care will be taken at all times to avoid contamination of the environment with contaminants
other than hydrocarbons, such as uncured concrete or other chemicals.
• The plant refuelling procedures described above shall be detailed in the contractor’s method
statements.
Overall Recommendations
During construction and maintenance works, existing excavated material should be used where possible,
with importation of material only where necessary. Imported material should come from a suitably
assessed quarry, where there is no risk of importation of invasive species.
It is noted from the June 2018 that extensive dredging works have been undertaken by Waterways
Ireland which has resulted in disturbance to existing tow paths; canal verges and ditches (see Section
3.1.2). Should disturbance to species rich grassland be unavoidable, then its topsoil should be
stockpiled, covered and stored. This topsoil will contain a species rich seed bank specific to the local
area and should be utilised as backfill or landscaping material and allowed to regenerate naturally
following construction.
Disseminate information on sensitive ecological receptors, such as sensitive habitats, breeding birds etc.
occurring adjacent to or in the wider area surrounding routes. This information will aim to educate
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recreational users on the conservation status and sensitivities of such receptors to encourage
responsible usage of routes.
Where necessary provide landscaping to minimise potential disturbance to sensitive species. Planting of
vegetation screens and the management of existing hedgerows and treeline to screen sensitive species
habitat i.e. nesting sites, from routes will be undertaken.
Provide route facilities, such as trail-heads in areas away from sensitive habitats and species.
All work completed should be in compliance with the Wildlife Acts, 1976 – 2012;
In areas where aquatic Annex II-listed species (e.g. White-clawed Crayfish) or Flora Protection Order
species are known to occur the works shall be carried out under licence from the NPWS.
In relation to the Greenway, if at detailed design stage, lighting or structural works in relation to bridges
or other structures are proposed, bat surveys should be undertaken, with appropriate mitigation
undertaken as necessary. None are proposed for these works.
All contractors should incorporate strict biosecurity protocols into their Construction Environmental
Management Plans. This should include the thorough cleaning and disinfection of all machinery prior to
arrival and departure from the site, to prevent the spread of invasive species. In the event that
additional topsoil or infill material is required as part of the construction works, it should be sourced
from a stock/quarry that has been screened for the presence of any invasive species and should have
confirmation that no invasive species are present.

2.3.2 Measures for Ecologically Sensitive Areas
Five ESAs have been identified1 close to or adjoining the Grand Canal Towpath. As the route starts from
Griffith Bridge, Shannon Harbour along the southern towpath in its entirety, ESA 1 is described for
information only as no works will be taking place on or near this ESA.
Specific measures to avoid significant effects on these ESAs are taken from the Habitat Survey as
follows:
Measures to protect these areas are as follows:
•

•

1

Any stripped topsoil from the species rich grassland areas should be stockpiled, covered and
stored (outside species-rich areas, ESAs, areas prone to flooding or areas with tall herb
vegetation). This topsoil will contain a species-rich seed bank and should be utilised, where
possible, as backfill or landscaping material and allowed to regenerate naturally (ECIA pg 45)
Prior to works commencing these shall be identified from the maps and fenced off to restrict
access of construction staff, machinery and other equipment/material from these areas.

Grand Canal Habitat Survey, Waterways Ireland, 2015.
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•

Prior to the commencement of construction a briefing outlining the sensitivity of this ESA and the
requirement to adhere to measures intended to safeguard the status of this ESA will be provided
to all construction staff.

2.3.3 Non-Native Invasive Species
The presence or otherwise of non-native invasive species has been identified along the proposed
Greenway Route during habitat surveys undertaken in July and August 2015. The proposed works will
involve the movement of soil on the site and will create disturbed ground that may be subject to
colonization with invasive species such as Japanese Knotweed and Butterfly Bush. In stream works are
not proposed as part of the Greenway, but are proposed as part of the ongoing maintenance works.
There will be no in-channel works as part of the scheme but there is considered to be some potential for
the spread of aquatic invasive species (e.g. Zebra Mussel or Elodea spp).
Any vegetation clearance or construction works to be undertaken in the vicinity of areas identified as
supporting non-native species will be undertaken in accordance with the Transport Infrastructure
Ireland (TII) (formerly the National Roads Authority (NRA)) guidance measures for the control and
management of noxious weeds and non-native invasive species (see NRA, 2010).
•

•

•

In the event that additional topsoil and quarried stone is required on the site, it will be sourced
from a stock that has been screened for the presence of any invasive species and where it is
confirmed that none are present.
All machinery will be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected prior to arrival and departure from the
site (through pre-agreed Biosecurity Protocols) to prevent the spread of invasive species such as
Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica), Giant Rhubarb (Gunnera sp.), Rhododendron (R.
ponticum) and aquatic invasives. This process will be detailed in the contractor’s method
statement.
Sites of known infestation shall be clearly marked prior to works and avoided during
construction. The importance of preventing the spread of these species will form part of a tool
box talk to all personnel prior to construction stage.

2.3.4 Measures to Protect Water Quality & Surface Water Bodies
•

•

One aqueduct occur along the Greenway Route –the McCarthey Aquaduct. This aqueduct
crosses over watercourses associated with the Lower Shannon catchment. To prevent the
ingress of any surface water or dust emissions to these watercourses during the
construction phase temporary silt trap and impermeable barrier will be placed along the
edge of the aqueduct while dust screens will be placed over the aqueduct guardrails.
Suitable prevention measures should be put in place at all times to prevent the release of
sediment to the Grand Canal and other drainage channels associated with construction
areas and migration to adjacent watercourses To reduce erosion and silt-laden runoff,
create, where possible, natural vegetation buffers between the construction footprint and
the Grand Canal and other drainage channels and divert runoff from exposed excavated
areas.
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•

Disturbance to natural drainage features should be avoided during the construction and/or
maintenance of routes.

•

Excavated material will not be stored immediately adjacent to watercourses.

•

During route maintenance no construction activities should be undertaken at watercourse
crossing in wet weather conditions.
Any refuelling or lubrication of machinery will not be undertaken within 50m of a
watercourse.

•

2.3.5 Other Measures to Minimise Disturbance During Construction
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Any excavations and/or vegetation removal will minimised during construction and/or
maintenance works.
Construction machinery should be restricted to public and or site roads. As a general rule
machinery should not be allowed to access, park or travel over areas outside the footprint
of proposed walking/cycling routes.
Where necessary drainage waters from construction areas should be managed through a
series of treatment stages that may include swales, check dams and detention ponds along
with other pollution control measures such as silt fences and silt mats.
Where vegetation associated with treelines, hedgerows, individual mature trees, scrub or
woodland is required, this shall only be undertaken outside the breeding bird season,
between March and August inclusive.
Where extensive areas of ground are to be exposure during route construction or
maintenance dust suppression should be undertaken during periods of dry weather.
All chemical substances required during construction and/or maintenance works will be
stored in sealed containers.
Spill kits will be required on site during construction and/or maintenance works.
Disseminate information on sensitive ecological receptors, such as sensitive habitats,
breeding birds etc. occurring adjacent to or in the wider area surrounding routes. This
information will aim to educate recreational users on the conservation status and
sensitivities of such receptors to encourage responsible usage of routes.
Where necessary provide landscaping to minimise potential disturbance to sensitive species.
Planting of vegetation screens and the management of existing hedgerows and treeline to
screen sensitive species habitat i.e. nesting sites, from routes will be undertaken.
Provide route facilities, such as trail-heads in areas away from sensitive habitats and species.

2.4 Enhancement
Any stripped topsoil from the species rich grassland areas should be stockpiled, covered and stored
(outside species-rich areas, ESAs, areas prone to flooding or areas with tall herb vegetation). This topsoil
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will contain a species-rich seed bank and should be utilised, where possible, as backfill or landscaping
material and allowed to regenerate naturally. The identification of the most appropriate areas and
supervision of same will be the responsibility of the Ecological Clerk of Works.
Calcareous grassland that may be lost due to the project works may also form part of a translocation
strategy to adjacent unaffected areas of grassland, elsewhere along the route with similar conditions
(such as aspect).
Training will be provided to local operatives in explaining the ecological importance of habitats and the
implementation of a more relaxed mowing regime for ecological areas supporting calcareous grasslands,
where required. This will be organised by Offaly County Council in conjunction with Waterways Ireland.

2.4.1 Ecological Clerk of Works
It will be a requirement of the contractor to provide for an Ecological Clerk of Works to supervise works
at key stages of the project, in particular in relation to excavation activities. The ecological clerk of works
must be fully qualified and experienced with proof of qualifications and previous project experience and
be a member of the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management.

2.4.2 Monitoring
Monitoring plans (during and post construction) for protected species such as bats and Otter will be
implemented, where required, to ensure adverse environmental effects are avoided. Post construction
monitoring of calcareous grassland will be undertaken in 2, 4 and 6 years post construction. This will
form part of the planning consent.
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2.5 Planning Policy
The following policies, studies, guidelines, plans and schemes are relevant to the Part 8 proposal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Ireland 2040- National Planning Framework
National Development Plan 2018-2027
Strategy for the Future Development of National and Regional Greenways, July 2018
The Government's Smarter Travel Initiative;
The National Cycle Policy Framework;
The Midland Regional Planning Guidelines 2010-2020.
Offaly County Development Plan 2014-2020.
Connecting People –Connecting Places –A Strategy for Walking and Cycling in Offaly (2015),
and·Midlands Cycling Destination Offaly - Feasibility Study, 2016.

A summary of these is provided below:
Table 5 Summary of key relevant policies

Key policy
Project Ireland
2040-National
Planning
Framework
National
Development Plan

Eastern & Midland
Regional Assembly
Regional Spatial &
Economic Strategy
2019-2031

Strategy for the
Future

Summary
One element of the NPF relates to provision of new segregated cycling and
walking facilities and networks, especially in cities and town

The National Development Plan sets out the investment priorities that will
underpin the successful implementation of the new National Planning
Framework (NPF). This will guide national, regional and local planning and
investment decisions in Ireland over the next two decades, to cater for an
expected population increase of over 1 million people.
Regional Strategic Outcomes of relevance include:
Healthy Communities
Protect and enhance the quality of our built and natural environment to
support active lifestyles including walking and cycling, ensure clean air and
water for all and quality healthcare and services that support human health.
(NSO 10)
Tullamore Key Town RPO 4.68:
Support Tullamore’s role as a tourism hub and development as a Tourism
Destination Town having particular regard to its distilling heritage and industry
and accessibility to key tourist destinations, natural amenities and recreational
opportunities including the Grand Canal Greenways, Lough Boora Discovery
Park, Slieve Bloom Mountains and peatlands. This is coupled with support for
Tullamore as a service hub for the ‘Midlands Cycle destination – Offaly’ and the
recognition of the settlement’s potential as a conferencing and event hub, given
the town’s central location, accessibility and experience of event provision
Five Overarching objectives;
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Key policy
Development of
National and
Regional
Greenways, July
2018

Smarter Travel: A
Sustainable
Transport Future
2009 – 2020

The National Cycle
Policy Framework
(NCPF) 2009-2020

Summary
1: A Strategic Greenway network of national and regional routes, with a
number of high capacity flagship routes that can be extended and/or link with
local Greenways and other cycling and walking infrastructure;
2: Greenways of scale and appropriate standard that have significant potential
to deliver an increase in activity tourism to Ireland and are regularly used by
overseas visitors, domestic visitors and locals thereby contributing to a
healthier society through increased physical activity;
3: Greenways that provide a substantially segregated off road experience
linking places of interest, recreation and leisure in areas with beautiful scenery
of different types with plenty to see and do; and
4: Greenways that provide opportunities for the development of local
businesses and economies, and
5: Greenways that are developed with all relevant stakeholders in line with an
agreed code of practice.
In 2009, the Department of Transport unveiled Smarter Travel as the new
national transport policy document for Ireland. One of the main aims of the
policy is to develop walking and cycling as viable commuter modes in the short
to medium term with the long term aim of fostering a lasting walking and
cycling culture in Ireland.
The government has set a key national target for a reduction in the levels of
those commuting by private car from 65% to 45% by 2020 with the remainder
of trips made up of sustainable travel modes such as cycling, walking and public
transport.
The document acknowledges that: “pedestrian and cycle facilities will be most
successful where they form a coherent network, place an emphasis on safety,
directly serve the main areas where people wish to travel, provide priority over
vehicular traffic at junctions, are free from obstruction and have adequate
public lighting”.
The National Cycle Policy Framework (NCPF) 2009-2020, uses the targets
outlined in Smarter Travel and focuses more specifically on cycling as a
sustainable transport mode. The document sets out with the stated aims of
creating a strong cycling culture in Ireland and making cycling the norm, rather
than an exception, for all short trips undertaken in Ireland. The vision is that all
cities, towns, villages and rural areas will be bicycle friendly. Next to walking,
cycling will be the most popular means of getting to school, university, college
and work. The bicycle will be the transport mode of choice for all ages. Ireland
will have a healthier and happier population with consequent benefits for the
health service. The NCPF recognises the potential of cycling to significantly
improve various aspects of people’s lives through the obvious personal benefits
of improved health and finance but also, in a more communal sense, it benefits
society in terms of lower CO2 emissions and also has positive social impacts in
that it gets people out walking and cycling together. The overarching objective
of the NCPF is that 10% of all trips in Ireland will be made by bike by 2020.
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Key policy
Greater Dublin
Area Cycle
Network Plan
Offaly County
Development Plan
2014-2020

Summary
Prepared by the National Transport Authority and published in 2013, the
strategy includes 3 types of networks - urban, inter urban and green. This
document is relevant as it indicates potential routes to connect to the east of
Offaly via the Grand Canal.
The Offaly County Development Plan 2014-2020 sets out the framework for
proper planning and sustainable development in the county over 6 year period.
It is set within a framework of national and regional policy. It includes sets of
development policies and objectives which relate to a range of issues including
economic development, the protection of the environment, and the zoning of
land. Chapters 2 and 7 of the current development plan include specific policies
and objectives relating to Green Infrastructure within Offaly, the preparation of
a cycle strategy for the County and the provision to examine the feasibility of a
cycle route on the Grand Canal. The relevant policies and objective are critical in
ensuring policy compliance at planning application stage. The following policies
and objectives are of particular relevance to the proposed development:
STAP-06
It is Council policy to promote walking and cycling, subject to appropriate
environmental assessments, including Habitats Directive Assessment, as an
alternative mode of transport for travelling to work and for recreational
purposes, to require the provision of cycle ways and walkways and associated
facilities as part of new development and to support safer walking and cycling
routes to schools under the Green Schools Initiative where feasible.
STAP-07
It is Council policy to facilitate and support a cycling route along the canal
towpaths in County Offaly (from Edenderry to Shannon Harbour) for
recreational purposes and to enhance tourism potential.
STAP-08
It is Council policy to support, subject to appropriate environmental
assessments, including Habitats Directive Assessment, the continued
development of cycle routes by identifying routes both within the county and at
national and regional level. Particular emphasis will be placed on those that link
existing cycle routes and tourist destinations. Cycle routes shall adhere to the
principles contained within the national policy document Smarter Travel: A
Sustainable Transport Future 2009-2020, and the National Cycle Policy
Framework document or updated/amended guidance document where
appropriate.
TP–05
It is Council policy to further investigate the potential of and opportunities for
the development of trails in County Offaly to include a mixture of walking,
cycling and driving trails, for the provision of appropriate services along these
trails, and for the development of linkages between these trails in Offaly and
adjoining counties. The Council will only support such developments where it is
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Key policy

Summary
demonstrated that no significant environmental effects will arise as a
consequence of their construction or operation.
TO-08 It is the objective of the Council to work with the relevant stakeholders
to examine the feasibility of developing the Kilbeggan to Ballycommon link of
the Grand Canal, as a potential cycle and/or walking route and a navigational
route.
NHP-07: It is Council policy to protect the landscape associated with the River
Shannon, including the Callows and views of special interest, and also to
encourage the development of Shannonbridge, Banagher and Shannon Harbour
as focal points. It will also be Council policy to investigate the possibility of
providing a Linear Park based on the River Shannon from Banagher to Meelick,
which takes account of the sensitive ecological nature of the Callows area.
NHP – 14 It is Council policy to protect and enhance the built and natural
heritage and the recreational potential of the Grand Canal Corridor and to
encourage and promote access to and understanding of the Grand Canal
AHAP-01
It is Council policy to protect and preserve the county’s primary areas of high
amenity namely the Slieve Bloom Mountains, Clonmacnoise Heritage Zone,
Durrow High Cross, Abbey and surrounding area, the River Shannon,Lough Boora
Parklands, Grand Canal, Croghan Hill, Raheenmore Bog, Pallas Lake, Clara Bog
and Eskers, Eiscir Riada and other eskers. These areas are indicated on Map 7.17.
Notwithstanding the location of certain settlements, or parts of, for which there
are settlement plans (towns, villages, ‘sráids’), within the Areas of High Amenity,
it is not the intention of this policy to hinder appropriate sustainable levels of
development (as set out in the plans and subject to proper planning). Further, it
is policy to facilitate the sustainable extension and expansion of existing visitor,
tourist related or other rural enterprises within the Areas of High Amenity, where
such development is appropriate and where it can be demonstrated that it gives
‘added value’ to the extending activity and to the immediate area which is the
subject of the ‘Area of High Amenity’ designation.

Connecting
People,
Connecting Places

TO-10
It is an objective of the plan to promote the existing educational and amenity
facilities at Clara Bog and Lough Boora and their expansion, subject to
appropriate assessment and environment.
This is the walking and cycling strategy for the County which sets out a series of
objectives in relation to promoting and enhancing sustainable walking and
cycling activities within the county.
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3 Receiving Environment
3.1 Introduction
Schedule 6 of the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001, as amended, outline the aspects of the
environment likely to be significantly affected by a proposed development. These are:
• Human beings
• Fauna and flora
• Soil
• Water
• Air/climatic factors
• Landscape
• Cultural heritage, including the architectural and archaeological heritage and cultural heritage
• The inter-relationship between the above factors.
A summary of each of the above topics as they relate to the receiving environment is provided below:

3.1.1 Human Beings
This proposed project commences at Griffith Bridge, Shannon Harbour and travels through a primarily
agricultural landscape before terminating at Turraun, east of Tullamore. The population data for the
main settlements close to or on the relevant section of the Grand Canal is provided below:
Table 6 Population and development status of main settlements along/close to proposed Greenway.

Main Settlements
Shannon Harbour
Ferbane (approximately
2km north of Grand Canal)

Status in Offaly County
Development Plan 2014-2020
Village
Service Town

Population Census 2016
314
1,219

Shannon Harbour is a small village and is long associated with boating services along the Grand Canal
with a number of dry docks.. The village was purpose built to meet the requirements of accommodation
and storage associated with the Grand Canal. The town has course fishing and birdwatching associated
with the Shannon Callows close by.

3.1.2 Flora and Fauna
3.1.3 European Sites
A screening under Article 6 of the EU Habitats Directive has also been prepared for this planning
application and should be read in conjunction with this EIA Screening report. As the project site is not
located within a European Site (the nearest European Sites to the project site is the Middle Shannon
Callows SPA and the River Shannon Callows SAC located approximately 250m to the west) there will be
no potential for the project to result in direct impacts to European Sites. Of the eighteen European Sites
occurring within a 15km radius of the project site, only two occur within the zone of influence of the
project, namely River Shannon Callows SAC and the Charleville Wood SAC. The qualifying features of
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interest of these SACs that have been identified as occurring within the zone of influence of the project
are otters and Vertigo moulinsiana. Please see the Habitats Directive Screening Statement for further
detail on these European Sites.
The Figure below shows the European Sites within 5km of the project site and is accompanied by an
overview of these sites.
Figure 5 European Sites within 5km of the project site.

River Shannon Callows SAC (site code:000216)
The River Shannon Callows is a long and diverse site which consists of seasonally flooded, semi-natural,
lowland wet grassland, along and beside the river between the towns of Athlone and Portumna. It is
approximately 50 km long and averages about 0.75 km wide (reaching 1.5 km wide in places). Along
much of its length the site is bordered by raised bogs (many, but not all, of which are subject to largescale harvesting), esker ridges and limestone-bedrock hills. The soils grade from silty alluvial to peat.
This site has a common boundary, and is closely associated, with two other sites with similar habitats,
River Suck Callows and Little Brosna Callows. The River Shannon Callows is mainly composed of lowland
wet grassland. Different plant communities occur, depending on elevation, and therefore flooding
patterns The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats and/or
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species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* = priority; numbers in brackets are Natura
2000 codes):
• Molinia Meadows
• Lowland Hay Meadows
• Limestone Pavement*
• Alluvial Forests*
• Otter (Lutra lutra).
Ferbane Bog SAC (site code: 000575).
Ferbane Bog is a relatively large, domed, raised bog located about 10 km east of Shannonbridge in Co.
Offaly. It is underlain by low permeability Waulsortian limestone and clay-rich tills. The site is a Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following habitats and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the
E.U. Habitats Directive
•
•
•

Raised Bog (Active)*
Degraded Raised Bog
Rhynchosporion Vegetation.

Moyclare Bog SAC (Site Code: 000581)
Moyclare Bog is a small raised bog situated 4 km west of Ferbane in Co. Offaly. Its mean height above
sea level is 54 m. On the western edge of the bog, a low peat face with no perimeter drain lies adjacent
to wet peaty pasture, which has a spring-line at its junction with mineral soil. The water from this spring
disappears under the peat dome of the bog. The site occurs in close proximity to a number of important
raised bogs close to the floodplain of the River Shannon. The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
selected for the following habitats and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive.
• Raised Bog (Active)*
• Degraded Raised Bog
• Rhynchosporion Vegetation
Middle Shannon Callows SPA (site code: 004096)
The Middle Shannon Callows SPA is a long and diverse site which extends for approximately 50 km from
the town of Athlone to the town of Portumna; it lies within Counties Galway, Roscommon, Westmeath,
Offaly and Tipperary. The site averages about 0.75 km in width though in places is up to 1.5 km wide.
Water levels on the site are greatly influenced by the very small fall between Athlone and Portumna and
by the weir at Meelick. The site has extensive areas of callow, or seasonally flooded, semi-natural,
lowland wet grassland, along both sides of the river. The callows are mainly too soft for intensive
farming but are used for hay or silage or for summer grazing. Other habitats of smaller area which occur
alongside the river include lowland dry grassland, freshwater marshes, reedbeds and wet woodland. The
diversity of semi-natural habitats present and the sheer size of the site attract an excellent diversity of
bird species, including significant populations of several. The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under
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the E.U. Birds Directive, of special conservation interest for the following species: Whooper Swan,
Wigeon, Corncrake, Golden Plover, Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit and Black-Headed Gull. It is also of
special conservation interest for holding an assemblage of over 20,000 wintering waterbirds. The E.U.
Birds Directive pays particular attention to wetlands and, as these form part of this SPA, the site and its
associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest for Wetland & Waterbirds.

3.1.4 Natural Heritage Areas and proposed Natural Heritage Areas
The proposed Greenway is located along the Grand Canal which is designated as a proposed Natural
Heritage Area. Other proposed NHAs within the wider area have already been given greater protection
through the Habitats Directive and are summarised above. The exception to this is the dwelling at
Banagher (pNHA), the site synopsis is not available. All the sites listed in Figure 6 are proposed Natural
Heritage Areas.
Grand Canal pNHA (site code:0002104). The Grand Canal is a man-made waterway linking the River
Liffey at Dublin with the Shannon at Shannon Harbour and the Barrow at Athy. Otter spraints are found
along the towpath, particularly where the canal passes over a river or stream. The Common Newt
breeds in the ponds on the bank at Gollierstown in Co. Dublin. The ecological value of the canal lies
more in the diversity of species it supports along its linear habitats than in the presence of rare species.
Figure 6 Proposed Natural Heritage Designations
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An ecological survey was commissioned for the Grand Canal co-ordinated by Waterways Ireland in
summer 2015 and the results of this survey for the relevant section of the Grand Canal were made
available. An overview of the habitats identified are summarised below: More detailed inventories,
habitat maps and descriptions can be found in the report – Habitat Survey of Grand Canal, Waterways
Ireland 2015. This survey identified a particular mosaic habitat for the canal – Towpath Mosaic described
as follows:
TPM (Tow Path Mosaic): bespoke habitat category devised between Waterways Ireland and ecologists
in consultation with National Parks and Wildlife Service to describe the vegetation along the towpath
from the canal edge to either the built/gravel road or the hedgerow/treeline/tree boundary (if there is
no built road). The TPM comprises several habitats changing in quick succession moving away from the
canal. It includes reedbed, marsh, wet grassland and drier grasslands. This habitat was devised as each
of the level 3 habitats occurring within the TPM are linear and grade into each other over such a short
distance the habitats cannot be delineated separately on a habitat map.
The ecological walkovers of June 2018 were undertaken to determine if there had been any significant
alteration in habitats since the above 2015 survey; this found that extensive, recent dredging had been
undertaken along both northern and southern towpaths (see Annex A for photos). Dredging activities
affected canal embankments, verge and towpath; therefore the table below represents 2015 habitats.
Such habitats may return over time but is uncertain due to the recent dredging activity.
Table 7 Summary of habitats and fauna along relevant sections of southern towpath from Griffiths
Bridge to Turraun

Chainage

Griffith Bridge
(near Shannon
Harbour) to
Clonony Bridge

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Fauna
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
Habitats identified along Southern Towpath
A road runs along the southern towpath with
This section was again quite
TPM mapped on the canal verge, GS2 on the
accessible from Shannon
towpath verge and hedgerow (WL1) or
Harbour, and sport-fishing was
treeline (WL2) mapped on the towpath
observed along the northern
boundary. The section of TPM closest to
towpath. There was no evidence
Griffith Bridge/Shannon Harbour is low in
of badger or otter presence. A
diversity and trampled/cut in areas
rat was sighted and mink and fox
particularly around boat moorings, with
are likely to be present. Clonony
marginal vegetation much reduced. Floral
Bridge has some limited bat
diversity and the abundance of marginal
potential. Common and
vegetation increases towards Clonony Bridge
widespread bird species were
as boat activity lessens. TPM habitats include recorded
stands of reed-like plants such as club rush
(FS1), and the typical transition from wet to
dry grassland (GS1). Species include
meadowsweet, meadow buttercup, rough
hawkbit, selfheal, common spotted orchid,
square-stemmed St John’s wort, agrimony,
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Chainage

34th Lock
Clonony Bridge –
L’Estrange
Bridge.

L’Estrange
Bridge to 33rd
Lock, Belmont
Bridge

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
wild carrot and devils bit scabious. A small
patch of Montbretia was notable. Typical
marginal plants included water plantain,
arrowhead, and yellow lily. Submerged
macrophytes were abundant and included
dense areas of Canadian waterweed together
with perfoliate pondweed, shining pondweed,
whorled water milfoil and fennel pondweed.
Bristly stonewort was abundant in areas
Along the southern towpath the canal edge
habitats are mapped as TPM with an adjacent
gravel path and a treeline or hedgerow on the
outside of the path. Closer to L’Estrange
Bridge the treeline expands out into a
woodland habitat mapped as wet willowalder-ash woodland (WN6). The woodland is
characterised by rusty willow, white willow,
hawthorn and ash, with some cherry, oak and
hazel. The ground flora indicates wet
conditions with meadowsweet and flag iris
common. The lands behind the woodland are
fields reclaimed from cutover peatland, and a
deep drain with running water (FW4) runs
between the woodland and these fields. There
are numerous access points from the canal
towpath through the woodland into the fields.
The southern TPM includes intermittent
stands of reedbeds. The vegetation has been
cut along the edge of the path. The typical
mosaic of wet to dry grassland species
includes meadowsweet, marsh thistle,
knapweed, yellow rattle, eyebright, common
spotted orchid, lady’s bedstraw and hardrush.
A road runs for a short distance along the
southern towpath. The towpath verge is
dominated by grasses such as false oat-grass,
cocksfoot grass and timothy but also contains
broadleaved herbs such as lady’s bedstraw,
field horsetail, bramble, hedge bindweed,
bush vetch, broad-leaved dock, creeping
thistle, water mint, knapweed, hogweed,
hedge woundwort, meadowsweet and wild
angelica. Along the roadway, a thin strip of the
grassy verge is mown. From L’Estrange bridge

Fauna

This section was surveyed as
part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transect
(34th Lock to Macartney
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded. No
signs of mammals were
observed but mink and rat are
likely to be present. Typical
common hedgerow bird species
were recorded

No evidence of bats roosting was
identified at L’Estrange Bridge
on the day of survey; however
the bridge is noted as having
limited roost potential for bats
due to some small crevices
present.
This section was surveyed as
part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transects
(34th Lock to Macartney
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Chainage

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
to the end of the roadway, there is a
hawthorn hedge with some standard
sycamore, ash and willow trees in the vicinity
The roadway quickly changes to mown
amenity grassland, along which the grassy
verge and hedgerow continue for half of this
section. A stream was noted along the
immediate south of this hedgerow.
A hawthorn, sycamore, ash, willow spp. and
spindle treeline then dominates the boundary
and the grassy verge is reduced to a very thin
strip under the canopy of the trees. For
mapping purposes, this section has been
mapped as TPM from the bank of the canal to
the treeline. To the south of the canal, outside
of the land ownership boundary, an area of
conifer forestry has been planted.
The towpath once again becomes roadway in
the immediate vicinity of the 33rd lock. The
banks of the canal in this section are heavily
modified to accommodate the lock and
bridge, a small area of improved amenity
grassland is present up to the edge of the
canal walls.
Aquatic species include the invasive Nuttall's
waterweed and charophytes, together with
the common emergent and submerged
species.

Fauna
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded.
Two mammal access points to
the canal were noted along the
southern canal bank, one of
which was small, likely to be
rats, the second one larger. A
further two access tracks were
noted through the hedgerow on
the southern canal bank,
connecting the canal towpath to
the stream within the hedgerow,
most likely made by otter. Birds
recorded included buzzard and
kestrel, together with common
countryside species
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Chainage
33rd Lock
Belmount Bridge
to Judges Bridge

Judge’s bridge –
32nd lock, Glyn
bridge

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
With the exception of a short section of
roadway near the 33rd lock on the southern
towpath, both towpaths are mainly mapped
as TPM incorporating a mown amenity
grassland pathway and transitional canal
verge habitats. The towpath verge boundary
is predominately hedgerow with some
sections of treeline with species including
hawthorn, rusty willow, hazel, beech, ash,
blackthorn, elder, sycamore, holly, elm and
spindleAlong the built section of towpath on
the southern canal bank there is an exposed
calcareous esker bank on the southern
towpath verge. It has been designated an
ESA. This area is mapped as GS1 as it a mix of
calcareous species such as quaking-grass,
carline thistle, rough hawkbit yellow-wort,
field scabious.
To the south of this bank is a woodland block
dominated by oak, ash and hazel on the
southern towpath, mapped as oak- ash-hazel
woodland (WN2). This woodland forms part of
an esker woodland which extends to the
south. Understorey species included
blackthorn, hawthorn and bracken (along the
towpath).
The canal verge habitats include reedbed
(mostly common club rush), marsh/wet
grassland and drier grassland.
This section is similar to the previous one,
with both towpaths mainly mapped as TPM
incorporating a mown amenity grassland
pathway and transitional canal verge habitats.
The towpath verge is again predominately
hedgerow with some sections of treeline and
a narrow grassy verge underneath. Treelines
are dominated by mature beech, ash, rusty
willow, sycamore and hazel. Travellers-joy
and soapwort were noted within the towpath
verge vegetation.
The canal verge habitats include reedbed
(mostly common club rush), marsh/wet
grassland and drier grassland. The dry
grassland element is mostly a mosaic of

Fauna
Fauna It was not possible to
assess Belmont Bridge at the
33rd lock for roosting bats as
there was no walking access
under the bridge. This bridge is
however stone and there may be
crevices or ledges for bats to
roost. Judge’s Bridge was
searched for signs of roosting
bats and although no evidence
was found, this bridge was
assessed as also having potential
for roosting bats.
Data from Bat Conservation
Ireland indicates that Belmont
Bridge has in the past been used
as a roost site by Daubentons
Bats. This section was surveyed
as part of a bat transect (34th
Lock to Macartney Aqueduct)
with Daubentons bat the only
species recorded. Raven was
recorded in this section,
together with typical common
hedgerow bird species.

Glyn Bridge was searched for
signs of roosting bats and
although no evidence was found,
this bridge was assessed as also
having potential for roosting
bats. This section was surveyed
as part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transect
(34th Lock to Macartney
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded.
Moorhen was recorded within
the canal. Other birds recorded
are common countryside
species
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Chainage

32nd lock, Glyn
bridge – Noggus
bridge

Noggus Bridge to
Armstrong
Bridge, Gallen

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
calcareous grassland (GS1) and grassy verges
(GS2), with some invading willow scrub in
places.
Aquatics include the invasive Nuttall's
waterweed, together with fennel pondweed,
arrowhead, yellow water lily, perfoliate
pondweed, water milfoil, water plantain and
charophytes
A gravelled track runs along the southern
towpath with the canal verge mapped as TPM.
Both towpath verges comprise of treelines
dominated by ash, elder and blackthorn with
grassy verges underneath and patches of
scrub.
The canal verge habitats again include
reedbeds (mostly common reed but some
bulrush), wet grassland/marsh and dry
grassland (GS1/GS2) elements.

The southern towpath is mapped as scattered
trees and parkland (WD5) and comprises a
wide stretch of amenity grassland with
scattered planted trees including birch, ash
and leylandii. A thin layer of TPM is also
mapped on the canal verge which contained a
mix of calcareous sections with species such
as common knapweed, lady’s bedstraw
fragrant orchid, marjoram, red clover and
grass of Parnassus and species such as purple
moor-grass, common valerian and field
horsetails. The towpath also contained
planted ash trees.
Aquatic species in this section included broadleaved pondweed, whorled water milfoil and
stonworts.

Fauna

No mammal sightings or signs
were noted in this short section.
It was not possible to assess
Noggus Bridge for roosting bats
as there was no walking access
under the bridge. This bridge is
not a stone bridge however
there may be ledges or crevices
for bats to roost.
Heavy rain on the initial survey
date also inhibited the activity of
birds and insects, though some
common hedgerow species were
recorded.
This section was surveyed as
part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transect
(34th Lock to Macartney
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded
The underside of Armstrong
Bridge was skimmed to seal it
from the elements, limiting its
potential for use by roosting
bats. The stone facing of the
exterior of the bridge may
however continue to provide
crevices for roosting bats
although no evidence was
noted.
A Kingfisher was noted leaving
the bank of the canal in this
section. Personal
communication with a resident
at this location indicated that
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Chainage

Armstrong
bridge, Gallen –
Macartney
aqueduct, Sliver
River

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)

A roadway (BL3) runs along the southern
towpath and a number of dwellings and farm
buildings are located off this road. The canal
verge is much as described for the north side,
with patches of calcareous and acid grassland
species, though the edge is mown by the road
so it is narrower in extent. This area has been
included as part of ESA 4 ‘Gallen Towpaths’.
The section of canal verge closest to the
dwellings at Armstrong bridge is less diverse
and includes some garden escapes. On the
towpath verge there are strips of woodland
dominated by birch (WN1), and sections of
lower scrub (WS1) consisting of willow,
bracken and bramble, and some areas totally
dominated by bracken and mapped as HD1.
The landholding opens out near the bend in
the canal to incorporate a section of woodland
and grassland habitats that merge south into
bog woodland and raised bog. The grassland
habitats merge from a drier less-diverse dry
grassland nearer the canal (GS1) to a wet acid
grassland (GS4) to recovering cutaway bog
(PB4). The wet grassland included sharpflowered rush, softrush, purple moor grass,
sweet vernal grass, tormentil, carnation sedge
and devil’s bit scabious. A bog drain separates
the high raised bog from the recovering
cutaway and is colonised by softrush, bottle
sedge, rusty willow, duckweed and bulrush.
The dry raised bog is dominated by crossleaved heath, ling, bog asphodel, Sphagnum
and purple-moor grass.
Macrophytes were abundant and included
yellow water lily, arrowhead, water plantain,
broad-leaved pondweed, fennel pondweed,

Fauna
this species nests here and had
bred in 2015.
This section was surveyed as
part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transect
(34th Lock to Macartney
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded
Armstrong Bridge at Gallen has
been concreted underneath and
has no bat potential on the inner
side. A Kingfisher was sighted
foraging along this section of the
canal. Evidence of mink and
badger were found throughout
this section but particularly
closer to the aqueduct.
This section was surveyed as
part of a Bat Conservation
Ireland monitoring transect
(34th Lock to Macartney
Aqueduct) with Daubentons bat
the only species recorded.
Kingfisher was observed in flight
within this section, and sedge
warbler was heard calling from
reedbeds. Other birds recorded
are common and widespread
species
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Chainage

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
bulbous rush and stoneworts. There were
also some patches of bogbean and greater
spearwort in the canal margins. The BSBI
highlighted the towpaths in this section as
being particularly diverse in orchids (common
spotted, fragrant and twayblade).

Fauna

Macartney
aqueduct, Silver
river – Derry
bridge

The Silver river (FW2) crosses the study area
at Maccartney Aqueduct. The steep banks of
the river are colonised by a low grassy
verge/scrub type habitat with great
willowherb, bramble, willow, blackthorn, ash,
meadowsweet and hedge bindweed.
Marginal plants include club rush, reed canary
grass and unbranched bur-reed. To the north
the study area extends into a wet grassland
field (GS4) with some scrub (WS1) close to the
canal bank. The canal verge on both banks
incorporates the usual transitional mosaic of
reedbed, marsh, wet grassland and dry
grassland habitats.
The grassland element of the verge is rich and
calcareous in patches along the southern
towpath, though mown at the edge. Species
include fragrant orchid, common spotted
orchid, twayblade, common fleabane,
eyebright, quaking grass and cowslip.
A roadway occupies the south side of the
canal in this section, with scrub (WS1) on the
towpath verge grading into areas of taller
trees
Macartney Aqueduct mapped as a WN1
woodland strip, and also stands of bracken
(HD1). These habitats were dominated by a
combination of rusty willow, birch, bracken,
bramble and bindweed.
Aquatic species include milfoil, perfoliate
pondweed, shining pondweed, greater
spearwort, arrowhead, yellow water lily,
water plantain, fennel pondweed, bulbous
rush and stoneworts.
The BSBI noted some locally uncommon
species in this area including sweetbriar .

A badger sett was located in the
field immediately to the east of
the aqueduct, and badger
activity was common along the
northern towpath. Mink activity
was also notable particularly
near the aqueduct. Common
countryside bird species were
recorded in this section.
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Chainage
Derry bridge –
light railway
bridge

Light railway
bridge to Pollagh
(note, route
stops at
Turraun)

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
A roadway runs along the southern towpath
with TPM mapped on the canal verge and
woodland and peatland habitats on the
towpath verge side. The southern towpath
mosaic incorporates the usual habitats, with
quite a narrow reedbed edge (common reed)
and species-rich calcareous grassland on the
canal verge. Species included knapweed,
ribwort plantain, cowslip, hard rush, quaking
grass, common spitted orchid, fragrant orchid,
twayblade, marsh thistle and agrimony.
The towpath verge habitats within the study
area immediately east of Derry Bridge
comprise of woodland dominated by birch
(WN7).
he ground flora includes bracken, cock’s foot
grass, purple moor grass and slender St John’s
wort. Further east the study area opens out
to the south to include grassland fields which
transition from dry neutral GS1 fields close to
the canal to wet grassland (GS4) to degraded
raised bog (PB1). The wet grassland/bog
transitional area is dominated by purple moor
grass, with sweet vernal grass, tormentil, bog
cotton, bog asphodel and some ling and gorse.
To the south and east of the wet grassland
and degraded raised bog is a large expanse of
cutaway bog (PB4) in various stages of
recolonisation. Some areas have been
flooded. More recently recolonised areas are
characterised mainly by bog cotton with some
Yorkshire fog, softrush, purple moor grass,
tormentil and yellow sedge
The gravel roadway continues along the
southern towpath from Derry Bridge. The
study area then includes a large expanse of
land to the south around Turraun. The main
habitats are cutaway bog in various stages of
recolonisation, with some recovered
sufficiently to be mapped as expanses of bog
woodland (WN7). There is also an area of dry
remnant raised bog (PB1) with ling, crossleaved heath, purple moor grass, bog
asphodel and sphagnum mosses. This area
potentially aligns with the Annex I habitat

Fauna
Derry bridge had some bat
potential with a few gaps and a
small amount of ivy.
Invertebrate activity along this
stretch of canal was high relative
to other sections though this
may be in part due to the hot
weather on the survey date in
question. Signs of mink were
common along the towpath.
There was no evidence of otter
usage of this section. Meadow
pipit was recorded from the
peatland and wet grassland
habitats, and reed bunting and
willow warbler were observed
within the canal reedbeds.

There is evidence of mink along
the northern and southern
towpaths in this section and a
hare was observed. Common
countryside bird species were
recorded.
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Chainage

Flora (Ecological Survey of Grand Canal in
Offaly, Waterways Ireland, 2015)
‘Degraded raised bogs’. This area has been
included as part of ESA 5 ‘Turraun Peatlands
and Towpath’. There are also a number of
improved agricultural fields and other dry
neutral and wet grassland fields – GS4 and
GS1. These habitats merge into the canal
towpath verge habitats – usually grassy verges
or scrub (bracken, gorse and small
willows/birch) on the canal embankment
The southern TPM habitat again incorporates
the typical habitats and is particularly diverse
incorporating both acid and calcareous
species. The GS1 element aligns strongly with
the Annex I calcareous grassland category.
Common species include lady’s bedstraw,
quaking grass, fragrant orchid, marjoram,
gipsywort, twayblade and common spotted
orchid. This area has been included as part of
ESA 5 ‘Turraun Peatlands and Towpath’.
Aquatics include the typical emergents and
submerged species. Both spiked and whorled
water milfoil are present together with yellow
water lily, water plantain, arrowhead, shining
pondweed, bulbous rush and stoneworts.

Fauna

Ecologically Sensitive Areas
In line with Waterways Ireland methodology, ecologically sensitive areas (ESA) were identified, using the
following criteria:
• Links with EU Habitats Directive Annex 1 habitats
• Species Diversity
• Rare or unusual species present
• Rarity within the study area.
A summary of these ESAs is provided below in Table 8.
Table 8 Ecologically Sensitive Areas close to or along Greenway

ESA Name
ESA1-Shannon
Harbour

Habitats Present and Habitat Code
This ESA includes several disused old buildings in the village of Shannon harbour
that would require consideration if any future development is proposed. They have
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ESA Name
(outside project
site)

ESA 2 – Wet
Grassland at
L’Estrange Bridge
(northern
towpath)

ESA 3 – Esker
Grassland
(Southern
towpath verge)

ESA 4- Gallan
Towpath
(northern and
southern
towpaths)

ESA 5 Turraun
Peatlands and
Towpath

Habitats Present and Habitat Code
become overgrown with tall grasses, herbs and shrubs and have very high potential
as bat or barn owl roosts.
The other significant ecological feature in this area is the presence of the rare and
protected aquatic plant Opposite-leaved
pondweed. This submerged plant was present in a drainage ditch in soft mud, and
was the only occurrence of this species in the study area
To the west of L’Estrange bridge, this ESA encompassed a broad band of wet
grassland extending from the northern towpath toward a drain along the hedgerow
boundary. It was the most notable area of wet grassland in the study area directly
connected to the towpath (i.e. not with a field separated by a hedgerow or treeline)
covering a wide area and supporting a diverse range of species. The grassland is
characterised by a range of species including sharp-flowered rush, marsh horsetail,
marsh ragwort, common spotted orchid, crested dogstail, marsh bedstraw, purple
loosestrife, spear-tipped moss, meadowsweet, sweet vernal grass, lesser spearwort,
wild angelica and hardrush. The wettest areas occur by the drain running to the
north of the grassland, grading toward a slightly drier vegetation near the towpath
Between Belmont and Judge's Bridges on the southern towpath verge there is an
exposed calcareous esker bank. This area supports a variety of calcareous species
such as quaking-grass, carline thistle, yellow-wort, field scabious, rough hawkbit,
common knapweed, yarrow, lady’s bedstraw, eyebright and the mosses
Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus, Ctenidium molluscum, Pseudoscleropodium purum and
Calliergonella cuspidata. To the south of this bank is an esker woodland dominated
by oak, ash and hazel. The grassland habitat aligns with Annex I habitat ‘orchid-rich
calcareous grasslands (6210)’, and the esker woodland is a rare habitat in the study
area. This area corresponds to KTCullen/WhiteYoungGreen (2002) Area D, and
Dromey et al (1992) Area of High Ecological Interest 8
This ESA encompasses the towpaths between 32nd Lock, Glyn Bridge and
Macartney Aqueduct. It includes an area within the northern towpath between
Glyn Bridge and Armstrong Bridge, Gallen, noted by BSBI as being of particular
botanical interest, and the towpaths east to Maccartney Aqueduct which support a
species rich canal verge. At Gallen the BSBI have records of an unusual flora
including bee orchid, skullcap, bog pimpernel, zig zag clover, marsh fragrant orchid,
fragrant orchid, marsh helliborine and lesser clubmoss. The southern towpath canal
verge between Glyn and Armstrong Bridges in particular supports an unusual
abundance of grass of Parnassus together with carline thistle, yellow rattle,
quaking grass and field scabious. The towpaths between Gallen and Maccartney
Aqueduct include abundant fragrant, twayblade and common spotted orchid,
together with other species such as lady’s bedstraw, wild carrot, red clover,
quaking grass and bird’s foot trefoil. This calcareous element of the canal verge
corresponds with the Annex I habitat ‘orchid- rich calcareous grasslands (6210)’.
This area is also notable for the presence of the Annex I (Birds Directive) species
Kingfisher.
This ESA includes remnant raised bog habitat and areas of regenerated bog
woodland on cutover bog. The degraded raised bog, which is being cut at the
northern edge, may align with the Annex I habitat ‘degraded raised bogs still
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ESA Name
(southern
towpath)

Habitats Present and Habitat Code
capable of natural regeneration (7120)’ if the hydrology of the bog can be repaired.
Characteristic species include sphagnum mosses, ling, cross-leaved heath, bog
cotton, bog asphodel and white-beak sedge. Dense areas of birch woodland have
developed on former cutaway and have been included in the ESA.
The southern towpath adjacent to the bog and woodland was particularly diverse
in species. The reedbed, wet grassland, marsh and dry grassland elements all
supported a wide range of species. The dry grassland habitat included a mix of
both acid and calcareous loving species. The calcareous element corresponds with
the Annex I habitat ‘orchid-rich calcareous grasslands (6210)’. Characteristic
calcareous grassland species present included orchids (common spotted, fragrant,
twayblade), quaking grass, yellow rattle, bird’s-foot trefoil, common and glaucous
sedges, wild carrot, lady’s bedstraw, ox- eye daisy ). The complex of bog, woodland
and canal habitats support a diverse range of plant species, and have the potential
to support a number of protected and threatened animal species. This area
corresponds to KTCullen/WhiteYoungGreen (2002) Area C, and Dromey et al (1992)
Area of High Ecological Interest 7.
Another area of remnant raised bog is found to the south of the canal in the section
between Pollagh and Cornalaur. Extensive peat cutting is ongoing to the south of
this area. As for the Turraun peatland the habitat may align with the Annex I
habitat ‘degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration (7120)’ if the
hydrology of the bog can be repaired. Characteristic species include sphagnum
mosses, ling, cross-leaved heath, bog cotton, bog asphodel and white-beak sedge.
Bog woodland, with a ground flora dominated by heathers and purple moor grass,
occurs in some areas between the raised bog and the canal towpath. The diversity
of bird species in and around Derrycooley bog was particularly high.

Ecological Cumulative Impact Assessment
In acknowledgement of the ecological corridor function of the Grand Canal, Waterways Ireland
commissioned a cumulative ecological impact assessment of the Grand Canal in 2015. This assessed
total habitat loss associated with proposed Greenways along the full Grand Canal corridor and branches
off the canal. This assessment has assumed a worst case scenario and quantified habitat loss based on a
5m construction envelope based on a 3.5m wide path. The proposed path for this Greenway is 3m wide.
The ECIA has identified the following habitat loss based on the above assumptions:
Table 9 ECIA percentage habitat loss for Grand Canal total

Habitat
Towpath Mosaic
Paved towpath, classed as Buildings and
Artificial Surfaces
Gravel pathways classified as Spoil and
Bare Ground

% total habitat loss
42.7%
33.4%
2.1%
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Mown grassland classified as Amenity
Grassland
Species poor grassy verges classified as Dry
Meadows and Grassy Verges
Scrub (WS1)

3.6%
7%
8.2%

The report states that the latter habitats account for approximately 96% of the maximum construction
envelope of the Greenway and the dominant habitats are common in a local, national and international
context and in terms of sensitivity and magnitude; these habitats collectively are not of significant
conservation interest.
ESAs and Towpath
Five ESAs are identified along or adjacent to this Grand Canal Greenway, as follows:
• ESA 1 Shannonharbour ESA
• ESA 2 L’estrange Bridge, wet grassland.
• ESA 3 Belmount Bridge to Judges Bridge – exposed calcareous esker bank.
• ESA 4 – Gallen -orchid rich calcareous grassland
• ESA 5- Turraun -wet grassland and orchid rich calcareous grassland.
The remaining ESAs adjoin the canal corridor and comprise bog woodland and remnant raised bog (ESA
5), Wet Grassland (ESA 2, northern towpath) and the buildings and drainage ditches around ESA 1
Shannon Harbour. No construction activities are proposed in any of these ESAs. For other ESAs all
measures as outlined in Section 2.3 and 2.4 will apply.
For the calcareous grassland habitats (ESA3 , ESA 4 in particular and ESA 5)an estimation of potential
loss of habitat was undertaken using the Geographical Information System. The following table
estimates the potential habitat loss along these ESAs (where the towpath buffer interacts with the ESA
boundaries) calculated using a 1.5m buffer from the central line of the existing towpath (therefore 3m
wide) along the proposed Greenway as it traverses the ESAs.
Table 10 Estimate habitat loss in identified ESAs -3m buffer

ESA
ESA 4 Gallen Orchid rich
Calcaerous grassland
ESA 2 L'estrange Wet
Grassland

Amount m2
31,936m2
819.83m2

3.1.3 Soil
Soil and drift geology within the study are dominated by two types of soil- till derived from Limestone;, a
productive and well draining soil type; this soil dominates the surrounding area; however much of the
canal alignment itself was built through peat soils, much of it cutaway peat now; gravels, again derived
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from limestone are present west and south of Ferbane. The Figure below shows the drift geology for
the area.
Figure 7 Drift Geology

Soil resources similarly reflect the influence of the bedrock and drift geology; luvisol is present for
much of the greenway corridor, interspersed with peat soils with alluvial soils associated with the rivers
Shannon, Brosna and Silver. The figure below presents the soil map for the greenway and wider area.
Figure 8 Soil Map
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3.1.4 Water
Water Quality within the area is variable; whilst groundwater is identified as being of good status;
surface water is more variable; with the rivers closest to the Grand Canal predominately of moderate or
poor status (www.catchments.ie). The project area lies within the Lower River Shannon catchment. The
Associated tributaries relevant include the rivers Brosna and Silver. Water quality of the River Brosna is
classified as high and good in the eastern part of the study area, declining to moderate status closer to
Shannon Harbour (WFD 2010-2015).
The Silver River crosses the Grand Canal via the McCarthey Aquaduct in the eastern end of the Study
area. It is classified as moderate quality. The figure below shows the surface water status from the
Water Framework Directive mapping site (www.catchments.ie).
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Figure 9 Status of Water Quality (surface)

3.1.4.1 Flooding
The Planning System and Flood Risk Management, Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2009, issued by
the DoEHLG and undertaken in conjunction with the OPW, requires Planning Authorities to prepare a
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA). The primary purpose of the SFRA is to determine flood risk
within a particular geographical area. It should be noted the SFRA is an ever evolving document, which is
to be reviewed and updated on a regular basis in the light of emerging information, flood data and an
improved understanding of flood risk. The figure below shows flood risk areas with zone A indicating
flood risk in a one in a hundred year event. The area particularly associated with the River Shannon and
the callows are identified as Flood zone A and for much of the area north of the canal, similar
classifications are present.
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3.1.5 Air and Climatic Factors
All developments, agriculture, energy generation, industry and commercial activity and waste
generation contribute emissions to air and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; however the emission of
pollutants from vehicles is one of the main threats to air quality in Ireland and contributes significantly
to the increase of greenhouse gases. The latest annual report on Air Quality in Ireland 2014 (EPA 2014)
states that overall air quality in the country is good. Measured values of sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), Ozone (O3), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), heavy metals,
benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were all below limit and target values set out in
the CAFE Directive and 4th Daughter Directive. However, when some of these parameters are compared
to the tighter WHO Air Quality Guideline values, it highlights some potential issues. Ireland is above
these guideline values with respect to PM10, PM2.5, ozone and PAH. This may have important
implications for Ireland in the future, if these WHO guideline values are adopted as limit values by the
EU, which may occur following the European Commission’s The primary sources of pollutants are traffic
(source of nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter), and domestic solid fuel use (particulate matter).
Longer term encouraging a modal shift from cars to walking and cycling will benefit local air quality.
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3.1.6 Landscape
Offaly County Council’s Landscape Character Assessment (included in the Offaly County Development
Plan 2014-2020) classifies landscapes according to their sensitivity to different types of development.
The County is classified into ten character areas and ranked for sensitivity. The Grand Canal is identified
as its own Landscape Character Area and the following description is provided:
•

Grand Canal (high sensitivity): Canal traverses large tracts of boglands and is bordered by
hedgerows dating back 200 years. Small fringes of wild vegetation present along the canal bank.
Other landscape areas that border the Grand Canal include the following:
•

Rural and Agricultural Areas: (low sensitivity) Predominantly flat and undulating agricultural
landscape coupled with a peatland landscape. Field boundaries typically composed of mature
hedgerows typify the county’s rural landscape.
• Cutaway Bog:(moderate sensitivity)There are a number of uses for cutaway bog and some are
more robust landscapes than others.
As Figure 10 below shows, the area classified as greatest landscape sensitivity relates to the River
Shannon and callows around Shannonbridge village, as well as the raised bog landscapes around
Turraun.
Figure 10 Landscape Classification Offaly County Development Plan 2014-2020.
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Figure 11 shows the protected views in the wider area; there are none identified for the Grand Canal
along the proposed route.
ar e pr een

Figure 11 Protected views Offaly CDP 2014-2020

3.1.7 Cultural Heritage
The cultural heritage resource is significant along the Grand Canal and includes a diversity of industrial
heritage features associated with the canal itself including locks, bridges, aqueducts and lock keepers
cottages. Figure 12 below shows the recorded archaeological sites within a 100m (yellow dots) and
250m (green dots) buffer zone of the Grand Canal route. Figure 13 presents the information on the
Record of Protected Structures within a similar buffer of the Grand Canal Greenway.
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Figure 12 Recorded Archaeological Sites within 250m buffer of Greenway Route.

Figure 13 Record of Protected Structures
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3.1.8 Material Assets
A number of Regional Roads run parallel and traverse the Grand Canal at a number of locations along
the route: the main ones are:
N62- traverses the Grand Canal south of Ferbane.
R357 runs north, crossing the canal around Clonony; the R437 crosses the canal south of Ferbane,
before joining the N62 and the R436 runs north of the canal for much of its route.
Finally the towpath itself is tarmacadam in parts due to access for agricultural use and residential
properties adjacent to the Grand Canal.

3.1.9 Inter-relationship between parameters
In considering the relationships between the above parameters, an environmental sensitivity map was
prepared that combines flood risk, statutory designated sites for natural heritage, built heritage
designations and drift geology (to assist identify areas of greater peat soils). This is presented in the
following Figure 14.
Figure 14 Environmental Sensitivity
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4 EIA Screening
4.1 Methodology
This EIS Screening Report has been undertaken in line with the following guidance.
• Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Guidance for Consent Authorities regarding Subthreshold Development, Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government 2003;
• Guidance on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Statements
Environmental Protection Agency 2002, and
• Environmental Impact Assessment (Agriculture) Regulations 2011 Guide for Farmers,
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine,2011)
• Guidance for Planning Authorities on Drainage and Reclamation of Wetlands ( Department of
Environment, Community and Local Government, 2011)
A desktop study of environmental, archaeological, visual and cultural receptors along the proposed
route was carried out as part of the process. In addition, an ecological walkover was undertaken along
the northern and southern towpaths in June 2018 by Ruth Minogue MCIEEM and Pat Doherty MCIEEM.
The purpose of this walkover was to ascertain if there had been any significant changes to the ecological
baseline since the 2015 detailed surveys. The walkovers took place shortly after extensive dredging
activities of the canal, its verges and towpath had been undertaken (See annex A).
This was supplemented by a detailed ecological corridor study of the Grand Canal commissioned by
Waterways Ireland and surveyed over the summer of 2015. The habitat survey is of particular relevance
as it also highlighted certain areas of ecological sensitivity that merit additional protection and
consideration. Waterways Ireland also commissioned an Ecological cumulative impact assessment of
the total route of the Grand Canal as well as branch lines; this has also informed the assessment and
where appropriate measures identified in the ECIA have been incorporated into the Best Practice
Construction Guidelines in Section 2 of this report.
As the Greenway proposal does not fall within the categories of developments that automatically trigger
EIA as outlined in Section 1.2, it is to be assessed as a sub-threshold development, where the competent
authority evaluates whether the project is likely to have a significant effect on the environment, with
reference to its scale, nature, location and context.

4.2 Environmental Factors to be considered in the EIA Screening.
Schedule 6 of the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001, as amended, outline the aspects of the
environment likely to be significantly affected by a proposed development. These are:
• Human beings
• Fauna and flora
• Soil
• Water
• Air/climatic factors
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•
•
•

Landscape
Cultural heritage, including the architectural and archaeological heritage and cultural heritage
The inter-relationship between the above factors

This EIA Screening report will therefore assess the development for potential impacts on the above
parameters and against the criteria provided in Schedule 7a of the Regulations.
The criteria contained in Schedule 7a can provide the basis for determining whether a proposed
development may create significant impacts on the environment. These criteria are presented in Table
4b and are based on the available information in relation to the development and surrounding
environment. The criteria for evaluation, as transposed in legislation, are grouped under three headings
as follows:
1. Characteristics of the Proposed Development;
2. Location of the Proposed Development; and
3. Characteristics of Potential Impacts
The criteria are used to help in the screening process to determine whether a development is likely to
have a significant effect on the environment. The criteria used in this EIA Screening Report are those
listed in Annex III of the EIA Directive of 2014. These form the basis for this EIA Screening Report.

3.4 Impact Assessment
Having considered the above environmental factors the aim of the next section is to address likely
impacts on the environment by the implementation of the proposed development. A brief overview of
the sensitivities and impacts will be highlighted. Whether an EIA would be deemed relevant to the scale
of the project and the environment will then be determined. The following sections presents the EIA
Screening based on the criteria contained in Schedule 7a and are grouped under the following headings:
1. Characteristics of the Proposed Development - Table 4.1
2. Location of the Proposed Development - Table 4.2 and
3. Characteristics of Potential Impact - Tables 4.3 and 4.4

Table 4.1 Characteristics of the Proposed Development
Screening Question
Response
1. Characteristics of projects
The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard to:
(a) the size and design of the whole
No, the proposed Greenway utilizes the existing towpath
project
and will not be any wider than 3m at any stage. As it uses
the existing towpath and a public road, landtake is minor.
The route will commence at Griffith Bridge at Shannon
Harbour and use the southern towpath for the full length
to Turraun, a distance of 16.2km.
The habitat survey of 2015 classified the towpath as a
mixture of amenity grassland and Towpath Mosaic; the
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Screening Question
Response
1. Characteristics of projects
The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard to:
exception to this is the occasional stretches of the towpath
that comprise roadway for example around L’Estrange
Bridge.
The ESAs will be avoided for works and it is noted that due
to extensive dredging works in recent times, the habitats
as described in the 2015 Ecological Survey are now
significantly disturbed.
(b) cumulation with other existing
and/or approved projects;

There are currently no major infrastructural schemes in
preparation in the project area. However, longer term
there are a number of walking and cycling routes that may
give rise to increased use of the Grand Canal towpath by
walkers and cyclists.
The Greenway has been developed to Digby Bridge in
Tullamore and is now a well used pedestrian walking and
cycle route; in addition, part of the Edenderry branch of
the canal, north of the proposed Greenway is also a
popular recreational route. A Part 8 planning application
has also been granted in relation to Tullamore to
Edenderry in 2018.
Overall, the effects will relate to increased recreational use
of the Greenway over time; as this is an established
recreational route with no additional lighting proposed, it
is considered that no significant cumulative effects will
arise.
The Ecological Cumulative Impact Assessment (2016) for
the Grand Canal made the following conclusions:
It is considered that cumulative impacts, if any, are most
likely to arise during the construction phase. The most
significant potential for adverse cumulative impact is in the
loss of habitat. The Greenway will be required to
implement strict construction management plans and
provide compensation for any loss of habitat where
possible. Given the existence of such management
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Screening Question
Response
1. Characteristics of projects
The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard to:
controls, it is considered that the cumulative impacts can
be mitigated during construction and will be
inconsequential during operational phases in the long
term. (2016, pg 60).
Measures identified in the above ECIA have been
incorporated into the Best Practice Guidelines that will
apply during construction.
(c) the use of natural resources, in
Natural resources will be used in terms of surfacing of the
particular land, soil, water and
towpath as necessary and will use a variety of surface
biodiversity;
dressings as outlined in Section 2.3.2. The primary surface
will be compacted dust and stone for much of the
Greenway through rural areas with bound surface used
only where the existing bound surfaces are deteriorated or
limited traffic will be permitted.
There may be some removal of soil to facilitate the surface
dressing but measures to conserve and manage soil are
detailed in Section 2 of this report.

(d) the production of waste;

(e) pollution and nuisances;

Minor amounts of water and fuel will be used to clean
machinery and fuel machinery required during
construction works.
Yes, but not significant.
Solid waste may be produced during construction but
materials will be only ordered as required. Any wastes
from the construction process will either be reused within
the scheme, or recycled/disposed of at an authorised
waste facility.
The construction phase presents the greatest risk of
pollution to water resources, and disturbance/damage to
flora and fauna. Potential sources of water pollution to
both surface and groundwater include fuel, lubricants,
suspended solids and asphalt. Silt-laden surface runoff
could arise during construction during vegetation stripping
and the resurfacing of section of grass towpath and/or
during the resurfacing of existing gravel towpath and
public roads. The input of such runoff to the Grand Canal
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Screening Question
Response
1. Characteristics of projects
The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard to:
will have the potential to negatively affect water quality
within the Canal.
Potential pollution to water resources from operation
include increased surface run off containing suspended
solids associated with increased cycling or pedestrian
traffic. However this is not predicted to represent a risk to
surface water quality due to its proposed use as a cycling
and walking route, both of which are not predicted to have
the potential to generate polluting water emissions to the
canal.
However, best practice in design, construction and
operation will be implemented and adherence to
Environmental Construction Guidelines will be
implemented. Additional measures have also been
integrated in relation to the aquaduct and surface water
quality, please see Section 2.2 Best Practice Construction
Approach.

(f) the risk of major accidents and/or
disasters which are relevant to the
project concerned, including those
caused by climate change, in
accordance with scientific knowledge;

In addition, noise disturbance during construction may
impact on bird species associated with the canal or
neighbouring wetlands of raised bog/cutover bog.
However this is temporary in duration and significant
levels of machinery are not anticipated to be used.
The risks of major accidents are not considered to be
significant subject to best construction practices being
followed through the construction phase. This will include
proper site management, maintenance and operation of
all machinery and works associated with the construction
phase, on site safety and training.
Use of appropriately trained and professional staff and
fencing off the four of the five ESAs to avoid disturbance
to identified habitats associated with the ESAs, in
particular the potential calcareous grassland on the
identified ESAs along the southern towpath - located on
the dry verge of the southern towpath between Belmount
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Screening Question
Response
1. Characteristics of projects
The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard to:
Bridge and Judges Bridge (ESA 3) and 32nd Lock and
McCarthey Aquaduct (ESA 4) and the southern towpath
verge at Turraun (part of ESA 5.
To avoid disturbance to this ESA measures as outlined in
Section 2.3.2 will be applied
(g) the risks to human health (for
As above, significant risks to human health are not
example due to water contamination or identified for this proposal. The environmental protection
air pollution).
measures, particularly for the construction phase are
detailed in Section 2 and subject to full and proper
implementation, potential risks associated with
construction activity will not arise.
Will the proposed development create
The Grand Canal is already a well-established walking
a significant amount of nuisance during route with frequent use, it is also used for vehicular traffic
its construction or operation?
along sections that are a public road. It is not anticipated
that significant noise levels will arise during construction
(they will be temporary and restricted to machinery
associated with surfacing) and operational noise is not
identified as being significant.
Response & Clarification
Conclusion: No significant effects likely to arise associated with the characteristics of the
proposed development.

Rationale: The works associated are minor in character and relate to upgrading the existing towpath of
comprising amenity grassland and towpath mosaic. . Table A in the appendix to this report presents a
detailed breakdown of estimated habitat type loss calculated for the Grand Canal Greenway. Detailed
measures as presented in Section 2.2 as well as avoidance of the ESAs will ensure that subject to full
implementation and adherence to same, significant effects are avoided.
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Table 4.2 Location of the Proposed Development
Screening Question
The environmental sensitivity of
geographical areas likely to be affected
by projects must be considered, with
particular regard to:
(a) the existing and approved land use;

Response
The Grand Canal itself although an artificial structure
represents a significant east west ecological corridor
nationally. The most sensitive habitats identified along the
route are those identified through the ecological survey as
ecologically sensitive sites (ESAs) . These will be fenced off
to avoid disturbance during works.

(b) the relative abundance, availability,
quality and regenerative capacity of
natural resources (including soil,
land, water and biodiversity) in the area
and its underground

The works are relatively minor in nature, utilising an
existing towpath along an artificially constructed canal that
is over 200 years old. The proposed Greenway is not
identified as giving rise to significant effects in relation to
abundance, availability, quality and regenerative capacity
of nature resources.
The proposed development is not going to significant
increase surface run off as it utilises an existing towpath.
(i) a number of raised bogs are adjacent or close to the
Grand Canal but no interaction or works are proposed
within these areas and ESAs will be fenced off for duration
of works.
(ii) not applicable
(iii) not applicable
(iv) not applicable
(v) The Screening Statement for Appropriate Assessment
that accompanies this report has assessed the likely
significant effects of the proposal on the conservation
management objectives of European Sites within a 15km
buffer of the route and determined a finding of no likely
significant effects.

(c) the absorption capacity of the
natural environment, paying particular
attention to the following areas:
(i) wetlands, riparian areas, river
mouths;
(ii) coastal zones and the marine
environment;
(iii) mountain and forest areas;
(iv) nature reserves and parks;
(v) areas classified or protected under
national legislation; Natura 2000 areas
designated by Member
States pursuant to Directive 92/43/EEC
and Directive 2009/147/EC;

The Grand Canal is also designated as a proposed Natural
Heritage Area and the ecological survey works have
informed the precise route alignment and avoids the areas
identified as most sensitive.
Whilst Calcareous grasslands were identified through the
ecological survey works these have been excluded from
the proposal. Good Environmental Construction Guidelines
will provide sufficient safeguards to protect resources
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Screening Question

Response
associated with habitats or species listed in Annex 1 of
Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive.
Otter activity was recorded during the 2015 ecological
survey around the 33rd lock to L’Estrange Bridge; this was
not confirmed during the 2018 walkover, although in light
of the extensive, recent dredging works, evidence may
have been difficult to confirm.
Greenway design requires the maintenance of 1m verge
between the towpath and the canal and given the
recreational activity will take place during daylight hours,
the use of this area by otters may give rise to temporary
disturbance during construction phase only.
It is probable that the habitats along the route support
foraging and commuting routes for bat populations. In
addition, the presence of canal bridges and buildings,
although outside the project footprint could support bat
roosts. Daubentons Bats are recorded along the Grand
Canal corridor. See section above on Annex II species for
Otter which is also an Annex IV species

(vi) areas in which there has already
been a failure to meet the
environmental quality standards, laid
down in Union legislation and relevant
to the project, or in which it is
considered that there is such a
failure;

Whilst surface water quality within the wider area is
variable, there are no direct or indirect effects identified
for the project and potential risks to these surface waters.
The greatest risk would relate to the construction phase
and detailed measures in Section 2 will apply.

(vii) densely populated areas;

The route generally traverses lightly populated rural areas.
No negative effects are identified in relation to this
criterion; positive effects relating to increased recreational
use are identified.
The Landscape Character Assessment for County Offaly
identified the Grand Canal as being of high sensitivity in
parts. However given the proposal relates to the existing

(viii) landscapes and sites of historical,
cultural or archaeological significance
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Screening Question

Response
towpath, no visual intrusions that would detract from the
landscape character or visual amenity is anticipated.
No architectural conservation areas are listed within or
adjoining this section of the Grand Canal and no impacts
are identified. The proposed development is not
considered likely to directly impact on archaeological sites
or protected structures such as canal bridges although
careful consideration will be required to balance
pedestrian and cycling safety and protected structures
such as bridges to avoid over use of heavy signage and
result in visual clutter.
These are not identified as being impacted by the
proposed Greenway.

Conclusion: No significant effects likely to arise associated with the location of the proposed
development.

Rationale: The works associated are minor in character and relate to upgrading the existing towpath;
although the ecological, cultural heritage and landscape resources are considerable within the area; the
most sensitive ecological areas have been avoided and the Screening Statement for Appropriate
Assessment has determined a finding of no likely significant effects on the conservation management
objectives of European Sites within a 15km of the study area; additionally, works relate to upgrading of
existing towpath and this is considered to result in minor to negligible impacts in terms of landscape
character, cultural heritage and visual amenity; increased use of the path will also provide an
opportunity to raise awareness of these resources and increase users appreciation of the natural and
cultural heritage. Sensitive signage and design of gates/fencing will be used where such items are
required.
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The screening process assesses the most significant potential impacts in relation to the themes outlined
below in Table 4.3.These are considered as follows:
Type and characteristics of the potential impact.
The likely significant effects of projects on the environment must be considered in relation to criteria set
out in points 1 and 2 of this Annex, with regard to the impact of the project on the factors specified in
Article 3(1), taking into account:
(a) the magnitude and spatial extent of the impact (for example geographical area and size of the
population likely to be affected);
(b) the nature of the impact;
(c) the transboundary nature of the impact;
(d) the intensity and complexity of the impact;
(e) the probability of the impact;
(f) the expected onset, duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact;
(g) the cumulation of the impact with the impact of other existing and/or approved projects;
(h) the possibility of effectively reducing the impact.

Table 4.3- Characteristics of Potential Impacts on environmental parameters
Environmental Topic
Human Beings

Flora and Fauna

Potential Impact
Potential temporary negative impacts to residents and farmers along
the canal associated with construction works; ie; locally significant
noise, air, dust and traffic disturbance.
Positive long term impact on completion associated with increased
accessibility of the area for walkers and cyclists.
Temporary impacts associated with construction and longer term
operational impacts associated with increased footfall.
Invasive species recorded at locations along the canal so risk of
spreading of same is a key issue.
Biosecurity measures are provided for and presented in Section 2.2 of
this screening report; subject to full adherence to same this impact is
avoided.
Potential water quality impacts
Removal or clearance of vegetation close to towpath, no tree removal
proposed.
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Environmental Topic

Soil and Geology

Water

Air Quality and climate

Noise and Vibration

Cultural Heritage
Landscape
Interrelationship
between above
parameters

Potential Impact
The construction phase represents the greatest potential risk to water
quality and flora and fauna, and measures applied in Section 2 will
reduce this risk and provide good practice in construction.
Permanent and minor negative impact related to works phase,
particularly in relation to areas requiring excavation and fill works.
Significant amounts of fill are not anticipated; surface dressing only.
Potential exists for alterations to hydrology which may impact upon
watercourses and other water based habitats such as the wet grassland
although given the approach to Best Practice Construction it is
considered sufficient safeguards are included in this approach.
If not mitigated, surface water quality impacts arising from the
construction stage could arise.
Localised impacts arising from machinery such as mini diggers or
excavators. Emissions during works phase will be minimized through
best practice. Traffic emissions are not considered likely to be
significantly increased and objective is to reduce non authorised traffic
access and increase pedestrian and cycling use with accompanying local
positive impacts.
Noise during the construction phase may result in nuisance however;
noise and vibration during works phase will be minimized through best
practice. Traffic noise and vibration are not considered likely to be
significantly increased as a result.
None identified; other than potential visual clutter and indirect impacts
on protected structures in absence of mitigation.
No significant alteration of landscape character
The key interrelationship arises between water quality and habitats in
particular.

Conclusion: No significant effects likely to arise associated with the potential impacts on
environmental parameters.

Rationale: As the preceding table shows, potential impacts relate primarily to temporary impacts at
construction stage and the implementation of the Best Practice Construction measures will provide
safeguards to avoid significant impacts at this stage; to avoid ingress of surface water or dust emissions
over watercourses associated with the relevant catchments, temporary silt trap and impermeable
barrier will be placed along the edge of the aqueduct and dust screens will be placed over aqueduct
guardrails. To further reduce erosion and silt-laden run off, natural vegetation buffers will be created
where possible, between the construction footprint and the Grand Canal and other drainage channels.
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Table 4.4 Characteristics of the potential impacts
Characteristics of potential impacts
The potential significant effects of proposed development in relation to criteria set out under
Tables 3.3. and 3.2 above, and having regard in particular to:
(a) the magnitude and spatial
Minor and localized temporary impacts are identified
extent of the impact (for
primarily at construction stage only.
example geographical area and
size of the population likely to be
affected);
(b) the nature of the impact;
(c) the transboundary nature of
the impact;

(d) the intensity and complexity
of the impact;

(e) the probability of the impact;

(f) the expected onset, duration,
frequency and reversibility of the
impact;
(g) the cumulation of the impact
with the impact of other existing
and/or approved projects;

Potential transfrontier impacts could arise in the event of
pollution to the canal and adjoining watercourses such as the
River Shannon; dependant on significance, duration and
magnitude of such an event.
Whilst best practice guidelines and adherence to statutory
requirements will address and mitigate for several
environmental parameters during the design, construction and
operation process; the principal potential impacts relate to
water quality, and its subsequent impact on species
dependent on water quality of the canal itself.
The design of the proposals, avoidance of ESAs, best practice
construction reduces and mitigates against significant effects
arising, particularly in relation to the construction stage which
is identified as giving rise to the greatest risk.
Subject to implementation and adherence to measures in
Section 2, impacts identified for topics are not significant and
will be temporary and reversible in nature, as they relate to
construction phase only.
However, longer term there are a number of walking and
cycling routes that may give rise to increased use of the Grand
Canal towpath by walkers and cyclists.
The Greenway has been developed to Digby Bridge in
Tullamore and is now a well used pedestrian walking and cycle
route; in addition, part of the Edenderry branch of the canal,
north of the proposed Greenway is also a popular recreational
route; more recently a Part 8 Planning application was granted
in relation to the Grand Canal from Tullamore to Edenderry.
Overall, the effects will relate to increased recreational use of
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the Greenway over time; as this is an established recreational
route with no additional lighting proposed, it is considered
that no significant cumulative effects will arise.
The Ecological Cumulative Impact Assessment (2016) for the
Grand Canal made the following conclusions:
It is considered that cumulative impacts, if any, are most likely
to arise during the construction phase. The most significant
potential for adverse cumulative impact is in the loss of
habitat. The Greenway will be required to implement strict
construction management plans and provide compensation
for any loss of habitat where possible. Given the existence of
such management controls, it is considered that the
cumulative impacts can be mitigated during construction and
will be inconsequential during operational phases in the long
term. (2016, pg 60).
Measures identified in the above ECIA have been incorporated
into the Best Practice Guidelines that will apply during
construction.
(h) the possibility of effectively
reducing the impact.

Measures are detailed in Section 2 and are derived from best
practice guidelines and those developed from the Ecological
Cumulative Impact Assessment of the Grand Canal.

Conclusion: No significant effects likely to arise associated with the characteristics of the
potential impacts.

Rationale: Minor, localised and temporary impacts are identified and the avoidance of the areas of
Ecological Sensitivity mitigates disturbance to the areas of greatest habitat sensitivity along the Grand
Canal Greenway. The use of the habitat maps particularly where target notes identified invasive species
will inform works along the canal and provide safeguards to ensure other impacts such as accidental
spread of invasive species is avoided.
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4 Conclusion
4.1.1 Conclusion
The proposed Shannonharbour to Turraun Greenway does not trigger the threshold for mandatory
EIA/EIAR as set out in the Roads Act 1993 (as Amended) and/or in the Road Regulations of 1994 and has
been assessed as a sub-threshold EIA development.
The EIA Directive States:
Article 4(5): The competent authority shall make its determination, on the basis of information provided
by the developer in accordance with paragraph 4 taking into account, where relevant, the results of
preliminary verifications or assessments of the effects on the environment carried out pursuant to
Union legislation other than this Directive.
The determination shall be made available to the public and:
(a) where it is decided that an environmental impact assessment is required, state the main reasons for
requiring such assessment with reference to the relevant criteria listed in Annex III; or
(b) where it is decided that an environmental impact assessment is not required, state the main reasons
for not requiring such assessment with reference to the relevant criteria listed in Annex III, and, where
proposed by the developer, state any features of the project and/or measures envisaged to avoid or
prevent what might otherwise have been significant adverse effects on the environment.
The Grand Canal Greenway has been assessed as a sub-threshold EIA development. This EIS Screening
Report has concluded that the characteristics of the proposed development are considered potentially
not significant due to the minor development footprint.
The existence and reuse of the towpath reduces any additional landtake and proposed works are minor
in nature. The implementation of the environmental management practices and Best Practice
Construction Approach (See Section 2.3), and Enhancement Measures (See Section 2.4) will also provide
safeguards in relation to potential impacts identified in the preceding tables. Given the scale and nature
of the project and taking account of all available information, the overall probability of impacts on the
receiving environment arising from the proposed development is considered to be low. No significant
environmental impacts will occur once mitigation measures outlined in Section 2 of this Report are
implemented. These mitigation measures are representative of standard industry environmental
management that are implemented to minimise the impact of projects to the environment.
The information provided in this EIA Screening Report can be used by the competent authority Offaly
County Council. The overall conclusion for this EIS Screening Report is that for the Shannonharbour to
Turraun Grand Canal Greenway, a full Environmental Impact Assessment is not required. Offaly County
Council as the competent authority shall make the determination based on the above.
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Annex A: Habitat Maps (Waterways Ireland 2015)
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